CHAPTER VII
EXCHANGE CONTROL IN PRACTICE

This chapter will deal with the working of Exchange
Control and give some account of the functions of the Control Offices
and their growth.

To suggest that the s ystem of control which

replaced virtually free market conditions overnight fell at once into
nevertheless,

a smoothly workinB routine would be misleading;

the

Regulations whose evolution has been described in the chapter on the
Defence

( Finance )

Regulations had become a corpus sufficiently

full

to enable those responsible to deal with the situation which arose
at the becinning of September 1939.

That, again,

is far from

that the executive was able to apply the body of Regulations by a
process of simple reference:

so much.

indeed,

will have been gathered

from their continual extension and modification.
It is possible to recapture from contemporary documents
something of the working of the official mind in the pressure of the
days im�ediately before the break with old principles had to be �ade,
and again after some months of active experience - and inevitable
losses of exchange.

It would be easy to take for granted the day-to

day work of offices which dealt with the flood of applications to
acquire exchange or to transfer sterling;
difficulties,

not to say frustration,

but some idea of the

which beset the framers of

Regulations and Orders should help also towards realisation of the
complexities of supervision of the immense task.
Final arran ements made by the Treasury and the Bank
immediately before and after the outbreak of war were recorded in
the first two chapters:

what follows is supplementary,

more fittingly included here,

in the sense that it is asking and

answering the practical question - what to do next?
documents quoted are last-minute deCisions,
month's argument
the Treasury,

( the

but perhaps

taken after nearly a

end of a much longer one

The first is Sir Frederick

The first�o

)

between the Bank and

Phillips' opinion on

29th August 1939:-

"If
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"If and when we impose exchange contro l the decision is
tha t foreigners who hold sterling balances should be allowed to
use them in this country but should not be allowed to remit them
abroad without permission .
The Bank o f England suggest tha t we should give
perm ission for all American balances to be withdrawn if the
owners so desire .
As regards France , a provisional arrangement has been
made whereby French owners o f s terling balances will [may] pay
them to

an

account of the Bank of France at the Bank of En gland
Similarly,

and will receive francs from the Bank of France.

British holuers o f franc balan ces will be able to pay them to an
account of the Bank o f England at the Bank o f France and receive
sterling from the Bank of England.
The Bank of England suggest that

H.M.G.

should offer

to o ther countries of the Sterling Bloc a similar arrangement to
tha t with the Frenc h .

I feel some doubt about this , for we

should really not be offering any concession at all to these
o ther countries.

They can already, i f they so desire, instruct

their nationals to hand over their sterling balances to their own
Central Bank and receive payment in the national currency, while
an arrangement by which the Bank of England would buy British
balances held abroad and pay for them in s terling is a concession
to

British holders o f such balances who w ish to wi thdraw them

but is o f no help at all to the foreign holders of sterling
ba lances .
I think therefore tha t the best plan would be for us
to ask the BMlk o f England

to

tell su:: h foreign Central Banks

as they desire of the arrangement made with the French, and to
say that a si�ilar arrangement is open to them if they so desire.
If the above is approved we should. I tt.ink, agree on
our line o f policy

wi. th

the F.oreign Office , to whom I have

already wri tten provisionally. but should not say anything to
the Americans or to the French until the last moment, e . g .
the Bank Holiday after the outbreak of war

We ought ho wever

to ge t an ·�mmediate decision i f possible."
The second
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The second is a summarisation o f the decis ions finally
taken (30th of August), initialled by Mr.Siepmann:The decision is that foreign holders who w ish to get

"1.

rid of their sterling balances at zero will be free either to
sell them abroad, or to apply for foreign exchange to our
"control".
The Bank of England suggest that our "control" should

2.

provide foreign exchanpe to any Amer ican holder (of a zero
balance in sterling) who applies for i t .

But he would also

be free to sell his sterling in New York instead of to us , and
we should not interfere with its transfer to another foreign
account .
3.

As regards France. the provisional arrangement is that

French holders of sterling at z ero will, so far as w e are
concerned, be free - like any other foreign holder - to choose
course (i) or ( i i) .

But as the French will probably

requisition sterling, course (i) would b e a breach of the French
Regulations - and we propose to do nothing to prevent this .
Only if the Frenchman voluntarily applies to us for foreign
exchange do we propose to tell him that, by virtue o f the
arrangement , he can either get francs from us or from the Bank
of France (or its authorised agents) .

There is nothing to

prevent the Frenchman from then withdrawing his application, and
making his own arrangements to get do llars instead , through a
foreign market, in defiance of the French R egulations .
4.

By offering to take official custody of the sterling

balances belong ing to their nationals , we assume towards these
countries a very real obligation.

We undertake, in effect, to

pay them all out , on terms to be arranged .

At presen t , we have

no obligation to pay anything to a for eigner who wants to
repatriate his money and offers it to us for sale.
In add ition, the proposal implies an offer of mutual
co-operation to promote the efficacy of the controls at either
end .

A clearing has, in any case, some technical advantages .

If it can be made comprehensive, they are greatly enhanced.
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But this requires the blocking of foreign balances, and our offer
of a clearing to countries

which requisition sterling almost

amounts to a suggestion that they should ask us to block the
balances of their nationals - which we could do at their request,
but have decided not to do on our own initiative.
5.

A 1 'special account" offers only slight technical

advantages, except to a country which requisitions foreign
exchang e .

If w e were left to choose the countries to be

approached , we could not in present conditions usefully propose
the special account procedure to any country except Canada.
But if they were to requisition foreign exchange, we could then
add any of the following Norway. Sweden , Finland,
Holland, Switzerland, Belgium,
Egypt, Greece, Argentine.
6.

W e are committed to the French already and there would be

nothing new to say to them .

The Bank Holiday would b e time

enough to tell the Americans, as there is nothinp: whatever that
we want them to do (unless they publish a notice to their own
people to say that "American holders of sterling can either fill
up a form, asking the British control to give them dollars, or
they can sell their sterling as usual in the New York market") . "
As described i n the chapter on the

D.

(F.) R., the edifice

of Regulations began to r ise, on its pre-war foundations , from the
moment the new r�giffie was put in for c e .

That chapter gave an

account of the main steps taken to protect reserves of foreign
currenc ies and to prevent undermining through the transfer of
and reasons were given for the action taken.

Virilance was

continuous, but only painful exper ience made plain what measures had
to be adopted to pr event further leakafe and eventually to close all
but the smallest loopholes .
The greater part of the tightening-up regulations had been
imposed well within the first year of war, and the Regulations of
17th July 1940 (Special Accounts, Blocked Sterling , etc .) really
brought about the last fundamental changes in them.

Two memoranda -

one by Sir (then Mr.) Henry Clay for the War Cabinet . and an internal
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� . ,

one by Mr . S iepmann

_

particular interest .

both written just previously, are therefore of
Sir Henry Clay, writing on "the place of

Exchange Control 1n War Policy" began "Exchange Control is an element in a policy of maximis ing
imports of war requirements .

This policy has two aspects -

negative and positive .
In its negative aspect it is directed to preventing an
efflux of capital through the medium of exports which would other
wise be available to pay for imports;
imports;

to preventing unnecessary

and to preventing credits to non-residents .
In its positive aspect it is directed to increasing the

volume and/or value of exports, mobilising and selling foreign
assets, and negotiating or exacting loans .
To be completely effective this policy would involve an
exchange control which supervised every transaction with a non
resident , requiring a licence for every payment to a non-resident
and collecting the proceeds of every payment by a non-resident .
The chief difficulty in the way of such a control (apart
from administrative complications) is the double relation in which
the United Kingdom stands to the rest of the w orld.
sterling

From the

Empire and certain other countries it draws imports for
from the rest of

which payment is normally accepted in sterling;

the world it draws imports only by paying in currencies or making
some special, or abnormal, arrangement to pay in sterling.
As a corollary of paying for sterling area supplies in
sterling, the United Kingdom has to meet the sterlin� area ' s need
for currencies .

This again is a normal peace-time arrangement

which on occasions has involved a serious strain on London:
ster ling area countries will accept payment in sterling because
they make all or most of their external payments by drafts on
London .
,.

.

.

.

. . . . . . .

.. . .

.

.

,

. . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"

from which followed certain practical conclusions:"

We should avoid dislocating the economy of countries

on which we largely depended for our imports (e . � . by bl ocking
their existing London balance).
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Since we w ished to make payment

for as large a part of our imports in sterline (or to borrow it ) ,
w e should avoid doing anything which might lead non-residents to
discredit it.

Subject to the above considerations, we should

aim at preventing waste of exports (visible and invisible) in
transferring capital abroad, repaying loans and repatriating
sterling securities , or in giving credits to non_resident s .
We should also try t o stop leakage of capital from or via
Empire countries and in unnecessary imports from them .

But

it m ight be that this would be less easy through methods of
exchange manipulation than through direct curtailment of
imports and/or expansion of exports

•

.

.

•

•

•

•

.

.

What we can

.

do is limited administratively by the fact that the U . K.writ
does not run throughout the territory w ithin which sterling is
Sterling is

used.

international currency used to make

an

payments between foreign countries and held as an ultimate
cash reserve for overseas banking systems;
area is

and the sterling

collection of sovereign states who will not necessarily

�

take orders from the U.K. Government .
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

"

All of which may seem obvious after so much subsequent experience,
but much of which was far from being so at the time.
Existing policy was a compromise between conflicting
desiderata: e . g . , we forbade removal of residents' capital but left
non_residents ' balances free;

we controlled most imports and some

exports , "adjusted our policy to the susceptibilities of the Empire
and neutrals";

by bilateral exchange agreements we were tying up

non-sterling countries with which w e traded, committing them t o hold
sterling;

we were not coercing other Empire governments , but

pressing them to impose controls identical with our own .
The memorandum ended with the following indications of the
l ine of advance:
"Develop the system of I ident ica l ' controls in the Empir e .
Blocking Empire balances seems to me politically impossible and
economically a most dangerous risk;

nor can

I

see what we should

gain from it .
We
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We ore left with the V . S . A .
bilateral arrangement;

on wh i ch we cannot impose a

there fore extend selling of exports for

dollars .
Direct methods o f curtailing import s , assisting exports
�nd ne gotiating credits are more li kely to help than pure exchange
mani pulati on.
For an e ffective policy a new or ganisation is neede d
devoted exclusively to the re gulation of foreign payments of all
s orts. 11
On 13th July 1940, four days before the issue of further
important Regulati ons, Mr.Siepmann wrote*:"1.

_":vasion is constantly be ing dealt with,

by t i chte nine

the Regulpti ons where they are found to be loose,

and by stricter

One limiting

administration where they come to be applied,

factor is that the strict application of completely e f fective
foreign exchange regulati ons would r e qu ire a vast bureaucracy
constantly i nterfering with trade and busi ness.

Th e

disadvantares

of a defective control have t o be weighed agai nst those of
preventive measures which tend to paralyse all movement for the
sake of limiting such movements as would be harmful.
2.

Unt i l recently, we have h a d t o contend ch iefly with

concealme nt,

and not with the more a ctive and or gani s e d f orms of

For dete cti ng concealment we have relied mai nly on the

evasion.
ce nsorship.

Until January 1940, the American mail was not

ce nsor e d at all.

Even now,

only 20/, is be ing examined, and the

Canadi a n mail i s not being censored at all.

Our other weapons

against concealment are publicity and i ntimidati on.

There has

not been much publicity i n a n i ntelligi ble or popular form, and
ge nui ne pleas 01' ignorance cont i nue to be received (but not

accepted)

�

•

"-

The nee d for a few exemplary pr ose ctions and

sente nce s was not met until quite lately.

and the e f fe ct has been

a v i olent s purt i n the declaration of securities f or registration.
3. The
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The talk of invasion has now started an exodus, which

3.

If an

hitherto had been practically confined to the fur trade .

exporter i s allowed to leave the country, the machinery of export
control fails to function, and we now have the problem of
valuable s .

Similarly, import control ceases to function if an

importer i s allowed to go aoroad and collect the goods or the
money.

Here we depend upon the protection of Exit permits

and upon close liaison wi th the Passport Office .

Hardly any

attempt has yet been made to deal with nleakagesn of this kind.
One inevitable disadvantage of our control is that it has to
operate on an Empire scale, with t he result that evasion can
take place through any point in the whole system .

For political

or technical reasons it may be difficult to exercise an equally
watertight control in Egypt, Hongkong, Bombay and Singapore .
The exchange Regulations establish a physical control

4.

at the ports and a control of bankin5 transactions.

Evasion by

exodus requires more than thiS, because it i s mainly practised
by way of the realisation or pledgin6 of assets. and a control
of assets would be a vast new undertaking.
5.

Legal difficulties have hampere d not only investigation

and prosecution but also effective regulation.

The limitation

of our powers prevents us, for example, from dealing with ( i ) book debts - by means of which money can be left abroad
or paid to a third party,
( i i ) "compensation" - by means of which money gets transferred
I1wi thout leaving the country",
( iii) sterling remittances received from abroad - by means o f
which nominee holdin,� companies and Trusts established in
Canada or America succeed i n diverti� dollars from the
Control,
( iv)

6.

currency a c counts held abroad by residents - by means of
which (since we cannot close them) evasion continues
even after it has been detected.
There are other "leakages!! more serious than all forms

of evasion put together.

The exchange control is not des igned,

and has not the power, to control the rate at which our foreign
assets are being drawn upon.

This depends mainly upon t he

volume and distribution of our purchases abroad, i .e . upon the
Exchange Requirements Committee and, to a smaller extent,
Import Licensing Board .
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Nei ther of these bodies i s working

to any Vl"nned rate of consuffifJtion o� our excht:n, e resources.
i-leither ctln reject in6ivioul:11 1:t9Plicb,tions for ...hich,
L.

individub.lly.

case cun be c.,de out by the s�ech.lised Lepartments of �'ood I:tnd

which

Supply but

together cost ;:nore than we ca.n bfforu.

�xch�n�e Requir�ments Co�ittee does not even �dvise,

The

�s it mi�ht,

on the i.1J\olmt una distribution of whc.:.t \'Ie c;".n ;,;.fforo in ,-, f..,:ven
Consequently,

'period.

civilian i:nports .... hich coule.. Gond should be

curtailed are fit 'resent 6.iverting li;:;,re;e resources fro,n the

w<..r

effort that ".'e might be Qll.;.king."
To judge from the last p<:;.rl::lgraph it is evident thl;tt
intei -dep<..o.rtmentb.l liaison in l'ihitehl:tll,
ll:tter,

Wb-S

however it lll!:1y htive illproved

not very fully developed .. fter' ne.:..rly a yecr of war.
, . . . . ...... . . .

The foregoinb will have suggested the tlt:nosphere of

urgency

which

in

lnstrlctlons,

not only new :tegcJ.l8.tions were tIll:.tde,

but L1 v,hich

definitions �nd arronge�ents essenti�l to the full

enforce:nent of the RegUlations multi�lied.

Rere�ted �eference to

;uch irritations wO'-lld hc.ve weighted and Cl nfused the generbl uccount
of the

growth of

tIle Je;;;ulO1tions,

but they Cb-n ot be entirely i.:;nored

as we p<.o.ss on to ;;,. description of the work of the Control vffices.
The body of instructions now referred to debls 9rincipally
with the stt:itus of incivic.uols
refugees,

etc.)

i:j nd

certbin
i-.t JO�r_ ro

finance of

non-r�sidents,

fOi'cign nwtionClls,

ev. cuees,

with special arr�_nge,lents for controlling the
cOrn.:noaities �nd industries in so f'-,r tlS it WL:S

necess, rY to ¥')urch<.o.se

A

(reSidents,

forei_n

currencies or to tr.. nsfer sterlinc; to

..:iuch aetail Si,ellS more suittobly rele3bteti to the

co:npLrotive dett.chrnent of an appendix,
, . ,)

.
' n."ly tc be found
Qnd is t.ccorc.

to the present chbpter.

rI'ior to the .,,,,,r ti,e D'"- 'lk I S foreign e:ch;,;.nt;e cine. _" .:.(1
tr .. ns;.;.ct.ions we.·e cl..l.rr�cd out b.)· '" section )f the ChiAf C<o1shier I s
uffice bno required .. stl:lff of about
,

35.

Ltesp.. ns.'_bility for the <o1(;..Jlinistru.tion of J:. .,cru
.. n..;e Control,
inc Llding th'

rec;! strli ti):1 of for, i....n securi tie[.,

r':quired

i:'Ol!ne6i�te tlnd ltIrse incre;...se in the st<:lff of the section.
Ct. lse\luence,

by iJrUer 01 Court 2.11,39

the

<..I n

In

li'oreic:;n l:).ch�.n€e Section
of the
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of the Chief "';bshier's Office WaS reconstituted
Clor�i.;n i!.xcn:.nge Office) in the
�pec4_:;,1 section which hE;.d
forei!:n

er. ,hier's

...

sep;;.r... te office

Lep",rttnent, wlli18 the

been dealine; with the re eistrl.;.t l on of

seCUl ities W<lS estl:lblish e d �s the Securities rteLlstr;.:.tion

By Oruer of Court .5e.. 5.4C the

Office in the Cl.;.shier's Lepartment.
ioreign

6S

Bxcb '1t:;:"I

Office

nd tbe securities aet:istrution Office were

....

into on� OificR unGer the title "bxcIHj,n�e Control Office".
ko<." ,,-;..I.e.
By the �I'\of H140, however, the staff of the .... xchl:wge

iller�ed

Control Office, which WaS operl:1ting uS a group of sections e<.:.ch
d eh lin!!,
1,000

with some bspect of control, hac trov;n to Clppl'oxLnc1tely

( u part from filists and typists).

(M::E.N.�lt(m)
functions

01'

WbS

.... Leputy Ci.def C""shier

the n <:lppointed by the Governors to review the

this Gffice ",nd

to report on its future orgbnls!ltion

an inteCrbl p�rt of the bank's depart�ental orgbnisbtio n .
reported on
1.

<...S

he

16t� iJecember 1940 and his reco.:llJlendations were:-

The crebtion of a group of Olfices in the Chshier's Lepl:1rtment
under the e:enera1 description .....::xchlint;e Control" ",ad the
apPointment of

b

Leputy, Assistant ....nd Assistants to. the

Chief Cushier (Exchdnge Control).

2.

The Jll;:i.inten<..nce of the Overseas &. ,{orei:.:n �ep.... rt,nent in its
then

existin,:: for,n for the time bein.::; &nd the continutlnce of

the Tr",de

&;

Payments t.ection

!:I.S U

section 01 the Chief

Cashier's Office.
The report WbS accepted by the Governors <..a d ..a- . Lb.lton
Wd8 thdn usked to

druw up in detail a sche:n.e for the orgunisdtion

end ad�inistr�tion of the �xchange Control, ind icLt in� t e proposed

new Office s .

The Governors took the

continuance of the QVflrSe€lS 0:.
cLosely

w-s

�

vie.'., however, thb t

loreign ""epartment

t.8

the

a sm""ll dep...rtm en t

connected with thbt of the C.....sbier's

LJepurt'nent �.P9€f·,"(jt,.:a� ",n anolID:!1y, lind it Wf;..S ""ccoruil131y proposed
to absorb it in the new organisbtion.
Tile " ....:.shier's
established by

Lep<.J.rt.nent (Exc}u:lQl!Ge Contr ol ) " was

Order of Court 27.2.41 bno co�prised:-

Dea ling
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(

... �,.,

Dealing & Accounts Office

,.

,:,

,

Reg�lations General Office
Export Permits Office
Acceptance Credits Office
Trade Control & Investigations Office
S'

Securities Dealings Control Office
Statisti� Office
Glasgow Office
Securities Registration (and Vesting) Office
( including U . K . S .D. Canada)
Staff Register Office
Overseas & Foreign O ffice
Descriptions of the work o f
follow.

�)
{"",H.. t!,C.'(;i«-f"';" 0" :,..... S",-#..
.

1\.....

the Control OfficesA
_

Being to a large extent the acco�nts of....Principals theIr
characterinevita bly tends to be subjective; but accurate
acco�nts can only be obtained through such authorship.
They have
""'had the benefit of scrutiny by � Assistant Chief. C ashier ( Mr. Barker)
who arranged for their compilation. collected

them and made certain

useful comments on them.
On the 21st Fe bruary 1941 the Governor ordered that an
internal committee be set up t o supervise the administration o f the
Defence ( Finance) Regul�t ions.
The Court agreed ( 15 . 1 . 1942) that for convenience of
administration the Securities Dealings Control Office and the
Securities Registration ( antiVesting) Office be merged into one
Office under the title "Securities Control Office".
On the 19th Fe br�ary 1942 the Court agreed that from
1st March the Economics aod Statistics Section of the Secretary ' s

�,

the Exchange Economy Section of the Overseas & Foreign Office

and the Statistical Office should be merged into one Office in the
secretary's Department under the title "StatisticB Office".
On the 27th A�gust 1942 the Central Office was constituted
and took over the staff previo�sly employed in the Staff Register
Office and that Section of the Regulations General Office which had
been engaged on secretarial duties for departmental committees aDd
for
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for promulgating decisions to the Offices in the Control.
Health
Having regard to the continual strain to which they
were subjected during the war,

the health of the staff of the

Control Offices remained on the whole remarkably good;

though

there were of course cases of long absence due to breakdown.
Effects of war strain were,
the first years of peace,

perhaps naturally,

when

but not the volume of work.

more evident in

certain kinds of strain were relaxed,
Delayed action no doubt had then

begun to play its part.

Dealing and �ccounts Office

\
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Dealing and Accounts Office

t.

l'

PTa-War
In order to understand fully the pattern and functions
of the Office during the war, it is necessary to examine briefly

If's

the position immediately prior to·� outbreak.

In August 1939

the nucleus of staff round which was built the structure of the
�eee�t Office formed the Foreign Exchange Section of the Chief
Formerly it had ranked as a "post" in that Office,
but the growing volume and importance of its work had made a degree

Cashier's Ofrice.

of autonomy increasingly necessary, and at the 3rd September 1939
the Section was more or less self-contained. administered by two
Principals, an Assistant to the Chief Cashier (whO signed all work
arising in the Section ) and a staff of

25

divided roughly equally

into Dealers, Foreign Exchange Routine and Gold Routine .

In addition,

the Section had its own typists and filists drawn from the Chief
Cashier ' s Office.
The primary function of the Section was the carrying out
of exchange and gold transactions (the latter in collaboration with
the Bullion Offioe), both those arising from the day to day
management of the Exchange Equalisation Account on behalf of
H .M . Treasury and those initiated by or on behalf of Central Banks and
other customers.

Inevitably the Section was the focal point in the

Bank for all matters connected with the London Market in foreign
exchange and gOl� an� as a resul � an extensive internal and

external information service was created;

touch with conditions in foreign markets.

it was also closely in
The Section also dealt

with changes in the Issue Department ' s holding of gold, insurance
of notes and specie, and transactions in silver bullion on behalf of
customers .
The summer of 1939 was very busy and the full energies
of the s taft were devoted to the task of coping with the work arising
from "intervention", the shipment of the national gold reserves
to places of safety and the preparation of plans for the steps to be
taken in the event of war.

As war approached, the pressure on
sterling
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sterlin g increased and eventually.

after weeks of feverish

offioial support was withdrawn on the 25th August 1939.
There followed a week of some uncertainty and limited
dealing during which final touches were put to plans already
It was envisaged that the Section,

prepared.

whilst continuing

to carry out foreign exchange and gold transactions on behalf of
customers so far as exchange control might permit,

would operate for

the country's gold and foreign exchange resources.

This additional

function was provided for in the Currency Defence Act 1939,
at the outbreak of war.

which stated,

inter alia,

passed

that the Account

could be used in such a manner as the Treasury might think expedient
for securing the defence of the realm and the efficient prosecution
of any war in which His Majesty might be engaged.
Fundamentally very few changes in the mechanism of the
Office were necessary for it was decided to use the same system and
books of account;

contacts with our correspondents abroad were

already established and current accounts and arrangements for
operating thereon already in existence.
consequently the Bank,

The Account,

and

from being concerned with only a proportion

of the country's gold and foreign exchange resources was now to be
responsible,

under Treasury Author�ty,

for them all;

and in order to

cope with the vastly increased amount of work that would result a
number of London ban�s were also authorised by the Treasury to act
as Authorised Dealers in foreign exchange*;

similarly six of the

more prominent Bullion Merchants were appointed Authorised Dealers
in gold.

The public was still expected to conduct their foreign

exchange business through the bank of their choice but
)
bank wae not authorise4

if that

it was required to cover its transactions

daily with an Authorise� Dealer,

of which the Bank of England was one.

Although a number of these non-Authorised Dealers did clear their
day-to-day transactions directly with the Bank,

the majority sought

the services of one of the other Authorised Dealers,

with whom in

most cases they already had a working relationship for "clearing"
and other

*588 a180 Chapter on "Authorised Dealers".
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and other purposes.

The Authorised Dealers in turn "bulked" their

day-to-day transactions as far as possible and cleared with the
Bank of England their daily totals of currency purchased and sold.
In this way the number of transactions handled by the

Ban

k was

reduced to manageable proportions, for it will be appreciated that
the books reflected the turnover of business of the whole of the
united Kingdom and the net requirements of the rest of the sterling
To simplify the daily settlement of these transactions the

Area.

Bank opened at zero so called "deposit" accounts in the principal
specified currencies with all the Authorised Dealers - accounts
which were replenished or reduced as the occasion arose by bulk
transfers .

Thereafter the currency side of all day-to-day

transactions was settled by means of these accounts and this
,
arrangement continued until the Vlar was over.
Outbreak of War
To return, however, to the position at the outbreak of
war .

It was obvious that an increased staff would be necessary.

and consequently 30 of the 70 new staff immediately allocated to the
work of exchange control were added to the Section' s existing staff
of 30 to form the Dealing, Books and Statements, Foreign Exchange
Routine and Gold Routine Sections of what shortly became a separate
Office in the Cashier ' s Department known as the Foreign Exchange
Office* .

In Maroh 1941 the Sections already referred to were

constituted as the Dealing and Accounts Office in the Cashier ' s
Department ( Exchange Control ) .
The original war-time staff of 60 was soon found
insufficient to cope with the volume of work experienced, for within
a very short time the number of daily transaotions had risen to an
average of 400:

additional staff were oontinually drafted in until

in April 1940, when the daily total of transactions had tisen to
between 600 and 700, they numbered 100 on the average;

even with

that number it was found necessary on most seotions to work until at
least

*Title ohanged:

Court 2.11.1939.
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least

9

The invasion of Norway,

p . m.

the over-running of the Low

countr ies and the fall of France naturally resulted in a decreased
turnover of business,

but the widening scope of the transactions

undertaken on bebalf of customers made it impossible to reduce
effectively the number of staff employed.
remained at over

100

For a while the numbers

but were generally maintained at about

90/10u

until resumption of banking relationships with the continent at the
This increase

end of the war necessitated a further small increase.

would have been vastly greater had the opportunity not been taken to
mechanise the Office on the Hollerith System during

1943

- a period

when the number of transactions passing through the Office was at a
minimum.

At the time mechanisation was undertake� it was scarcely

an economic proposition,

but the system allowed for expansion at any

time and it is estimated that when dealing was resumed again on a full
scale it would have been necessary to employ some

20

additional staff

had the old manual system of bookkeeping still been in existence.
FUller details of numbers of staff employed and transactions handled
are given in Annex A.
The mechanism of foreign exchange dealing and accounting,
involvin� as it does� so much telephoning and rebling.
particularly susceptible to dislocation,

is

and steps were taken early

to meet the possibility of aerial attack on London.

The Office was

amongst the first to seek a permanent home in the Vaults wbere it
remained until

1942,

later attacks in

returning again for a short while during the

1944/45 .

As a further protective step four of the

offices were taken over of brokers in the Foreign Exohange Market
whose former function ceased with the introduction of Exchange
Control.

These offices which were fully equipped with direct lines

to the principal London banks were intended to be used in the event
the Bank's own Dealing Boards being destroyed.
however,

they were maintained and used for the purpose of oollecting

the day's reportings from the banks;
them all.

In practice.

and as the work was spread over

congestion in the Bank's Dealing Room was avoided.

the oontraotion of work in

1940

After

the number of ofrices so used was
reduced
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to two, and this arrangement continued in force until after
of the war.

Other air raid precautions were also taken and

of duplicate statp�ents. etc . , sent out of the Bank each
a place of safet�J it would have been possible to
reconstruct, at short noti;e. any records that might have been
The transfer of the Office to the Vaults has already
been referred to , and during the nightly aerial attacks of the winter
1940/41 it was found expedient to run the Office on a "shift"

system.

Except for a few key men, the staff of the Office was

divided into two group s , each of which spent half the week at the
Bank, sleeping beside their desks when their work was done, which
was often not until nearly midnight.

The one shift remained on

duty until the other had arrived and in those days of constant
travelling delays it was thus possible to maintain the efficiency
of the Office unimpaired .

The possibility of aerial attack

more

severe than that actually experienced, and of invasion, was
considered and, with a view to avoiding the complete breakdown of
the Control in all its aspects should the Bank be destroyed or London
occupied, steps were taken to decentralise the work in case of
need.

The Glasgow Office* of the Exchange Control came into being

in June 1940, and as well as exercising "control" functions it was
able with the aid of banking facilities provided by the Royal
Bank of Scotland to function as an almost independent dealing and
accounting unit.

Contact for the advising of figures for

statistical purposes and the replenishment of currency a ccounts was
established but was reduced to a minimum and could equally well have
been maintained with a centre other than London.

Preparations for

the decentralisation of the work of the Office to other cities in the
Kingdom were made, but the need to put them into effect never
Currency
For the first time the Bank were called ·upon to deal
extensively in foreign notes and coin, their previous experience
having been limited to a few transactions on behalf of their own
sepers te account Wo..
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custome rs .

customers .

From small beginnings it became necessary to employ a

considerable number of staff to deal with such transactions, which
whils t they were passed through the normal accounting machinery of
the Office, also necessitated special books in whic� were recorded
denominations, and such other information as the condition of the
notes and their legal tender status in the country concerned.
Some saving of time was made possible by the institution of weekly
reporting and the opening of "deposit" accounts with the principal
banks , as in the case of currency balances .

In view of the severe

restrictions on travel during the war the use of notes for ordinary
purposes was not great and the very large turnover the Bank were
called upon to handle arose from other causes, referred to elsewhere.
The German occupation of Western Europe , completed as
it was in a matter of weeks, ruptured almost without warning banking
relationships with the Continent.

One consequence of this was that

thousands of foreign exchange contracts due for settlement at or
after the time the centres of payment fell to the enemy became
incapable of fulfilment.

In the 1914/18 war this situation was

met by leaving the contracts in suspense until such time as
settlement could be effected;

the Bank was not then dealing in

foreign exchange and the problem was purely one for bankers and
merchants engaged in foreign business .

In 1939, however, the Bank

was directly concerned and at the end of May 1940 some 1, 170
forward contracts in the currencies of the occupied countries were
outstanding in the books of the Bank in addition to several hundred
spot transactions, the fate of which was uncertain.

As already

explained, the Bank's books reflected only residual busineas and the
number of individual foreign exchange contracts, the completion of
which was interrupted by the events of that time,must have run into
tens of thousands .

A measure of clarification was urgently

necessary, and in september 1940. after consultation with the
Treasury, the Bank issued instructions which had as their object
the oancellation of all outstanding contracts where it could be
established that owing to war conditions no payment had taken place
or could be expected to take place in the centre concerne d .

The

"doctrine
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"doctrine of frustration", as it came to be called, was an extension,
into the realm of foreign exchange dealing, of the ordinary law of
contract and it resulted in a measure of clearing up whilst the war
was still in progress.

A large number of contracts had, however, to

remain in a state of suspended animation owing to uncertainty
regarding the fate of payment orders.

In anticipation of the end

of the war the doctrine was further legally examined and more precise
instructions issued to the banks as to the action to be taken when
liberation of the centres concerned made it possible to ascertain
what had or had not actually taken place.

As part of the
J

unravelling that took place when the war was over a reconciliation of
-.-

the Bank of England ' s own accounts abroad necessarily involved MQPe
work, which was further complicated by the introduction of blocking
legislation in many of the countries immediately after their
liberation.
Coupons

Another war time function of the Office was the handling
of coupons and drawn bonds denominated in U.S. or Canadian dollars
in the ownership of residents of the United Kingdom.
effected under an arrangement lasting from

1941

This was

until

1944

whereby the

Bank were prepared to purchase and ship for collection in bulk to
relieve holders of the risks attendant upon shipment and to ensure
a maximum return from this valuable source 'of foreign exchange.
Bookkeeping
A milestone in the history of the Office was the
introduction in August

1941

of an improved system of bookkeeping.

This was made necessary by the expansion of the work and the
desirability of using a recognised method of accounting intelligible
to all, rather than that first introduced in

1931

and added to as

the years passed, and only completely understood by those who had
long experience of the Office.

Again, in February

1943 ,

some

reorganisation and speeding up of the work was necessary in order to
give effect to the decision to make market usance two instead of
three days - the period fixed in September

1939.

Another feature
worthy
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worthy of note was the grewing disuse ef the currency draft as a
means of payment:

such decuments were particularly susceptible

loSS under war-time conditions.

to'

Mail and cable transfer therefere

became the nermal and accepted methed of transacting foreign
exchang e business ;

and this was ene ef the symptems of the changed

character ef dealing in fereign exchange breught abeut by the war.
The intreductien of Special and Registered Acceunts,

which

facilitated e resumptien in the use ef sterling as a medi um ef
payment,

the substitutien ef buying en Government acceunt

fer

private merchanting and the ceming at a later stage ef Lease-Lend
were the principal facters,
Eurepe,

apart frem the invasien ef 'western

in the reduction of the number of foreign exchange

transactions handled during the middle peried ef the war.

Various
details

Ministries used the Bank's services to' epen credits .abroa d ;

of the expansien of the work and staff of the Credits Sectien which
handled these epera tions are shoY/n in

" ."",
Ap
p
w
,
a
i
..: B.

The scope ef the dema nds made en

the Bank was very

and every phase ef the war was reflected in the work of

wide

the Office,

frem the abortive attempt by General de Gaulle ' s forces to' land
at Dakar in 1941 to' the successful Allied landing en O-Oay.
In the latter cennectien the bulk ef the werk ef providing the
currency requirements ef the invading armies,

altheugh undertaken

by the Bank was not the direct respensibility ef the Office but ef
a special panel created for the purpese ;

hewever,

staff of the Office were empleyed en this panel.

a nu�ber ef the
From small

beginnings the previsien ef foreign exchange fer "special purpeses"
became a distinctive war-time function ef the Office and at

times

a majer pre-occupatien.
Liaisen with the Government Departments concerned was
established and special arrangements made to simplify exchange
centrol precedure and facilitate transfers ef currency and sterling
in cases where considerations of speed a nd secrecy were of the
highest importance.

The previsien ef fereign notes - often those

of enemy-eccupied ceuntries - was ene ef the feetures ef this work
and
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the

and the Bank were called upon to exercise considerable ingenuity in
devising meth"ods of procurement .

Unusual and unorthodox methods

to be employed and excursions into strange markets were
frequ ent.
Although the biggest increase in the work under this
heading was on behalf of Government Departments, the Bank became
involved after the fall of France in

1940

in a large amount of work

for the foreign governments that found refuge in the Uni ted Kingdom.
Amongst the simpler operations carried out on their behalf was the
transfer of funds for the payment of their diplomatic representatives
abroad but in addition, especially where those who were shipowners
and dollar producers in their colonial empires were concerned,
called upon to engage in a Variety of complicated
transactions including those involving gold or dollar reimbursement
in respect of hard currency payments made on their behalf.
SpeCial facilities were also made evailable �o the
U.S . Forces during their stay in this country.

Quite apart from

their military reqUirements it was found necessary to simplify,
as far as possible, their private transactions;

special arrangements

were made for the exchange of dollar notes, the opening of American
Accounts end the encashment of dollar drafts, in many cases without
loss of exchange.

In these arrangements the Dealing and Accounts

Office was called upon to play a very large par t , especial ly where
U.S.Dotes and coin were concerned.
The work of the Notes Post reflects very clearly this
increase in the volume of work on behalf of customers, and of
Government Departments in particular.

In the early days of the war

the principal demand was for notes for travellers and when, as a
result of the events of the summer of

1940 ,

practically the whole o f

the Continent became inaccessible, the volume o f business under this
beading became almost negligible.

Notwithstanding. as the figures

given in Annex "C" clearly shOW, the work of the Notes Post increased
by leaps and bounds.
year ended 30th June

The figure of
1945

included

30.000.000

12 , 00 0 , 000

notes c ounted in the

arising from the

transfer of the "stock" of foreign notes from the Issue Office, but
the remainder
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- -0
the remainder resulted from a wide variety of transactions in the
European theatre of operations to the provision of "purses" of
foreign notes for allied airmen flying over enemy territory.
A special strain was often thrown on those responsible for this side
work by the many orders which had to be executed with the
urgency and because, In view of the uses to which the notes
were subsequently put, it was necessary to sort them, not only
according to issues and denominations, but also according to whether
they were old or new, clean or dirty. marked or unmarked. etc.
Periodically. large special operations were necessary when

ca:

����J

stock of any particular notes became too large and repatriation to
the country of issue became necessary.

With the liberation of

Europe and the restoration of trade the pendulum swung the other way,
t4 � ....kJ
...

and from 1945 onwards � main preoccupation was with the new note
issues of the liberated countries and the provision of business and
holiday travel requirements.
Gold
On the 4th September 1939 the London Bullion Market
closed;

VJeS

it reopened on the following day, quoting only the Bank of

England' s official buying prices for bar gold and gold coin, which
prices were based on the out turn of gold shipped to New York.
As a result of the requisitioning under the Defence (Finance )
Regulations of resident-owned gold, there ensued a considerable flow
of metal into the Bank, mostly through the medium of the Authorised
Dealers in gold appointed in accordance with the provisions of the
Defence (Finance ) Regulations.
Following the German invasion of France and the Low
Countries, there was a period of intense activity due to the urgent
need (in view of the possibility of invasion of this country) of
moving the bulk of E.E . A . and customers' gold held in London to
New York and Ottawa.

By utilising every available opportunity in

the way of naval vessels and liners the position at the beginning
of 1941 was that of the gold which would normally have been held in
the Bank
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the Bank only approximately flO million out of a total of
approximately f220 million remained, the urgency being regarded
as so great that shipments of as much as f40 million at a time were
made on one vessel;

consignments were invariably accompanied to

the ports by representatives of the Bank* .
From 29th May 1940 the Bank of England ceased to earmark
gold in specific bars and regarded their customers' holdings as
being represented by the equivalent number of fine ounces .
The new system enabled all work connected with the handling, transport
and holding of gold to be effected with considerably greater
despatch and the benefits were found to be so considerable that the
sys tem waS continued after the end of hostilities.
Another consequence of the invasion scare waS that
non-residents holding gold in the U . K. were anxious to export their
The U.K . authori ties were

holdings to places of greater safety.

not prepared, however, to allow such exports owing to the possibility
of the gold subsequently coming into possession of the enemy.

In

order to meet the many requests received for permission to export
non-resident -owned gold , however, a scheme ( known as the "ForeignOwned Gold SCheme" ) waS drawn up whereby non-residents were enabled
to lodge their gold with the Bank of England for shipment to the Bank
of Canada, Ottawa .

The gold was then to be held by the Bank of

Canada in safe keeping in the name of the Bank of England who had
undertaken, under the terms of the Scheme, to hold the gold at
the disposal of the individual beneficiaries one month after the
expiry of the Emergency Powers ( Defence ) Act 1939.

�

}I;':i
-

5� was made from the gold deposited
the expenses of shipment to Ottawa.

�

A deduc tion of

the benefici�ries to cover
vlu..w

)eposits kreceived under this

arrangement \�.Ql1sa 15&1 valued at approximately £4* million.
/
Silver

In 1941 the Bank took over the responsibility for the
purchase and sale of silver on behalf of R.M.Treasury, including the
marketing of Indian silver which was formerly carried on by the
India

*See also Chapter on "Gold" .
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India Office.

All purchases abroad were shipped to London and

eventually sold either to the Mint or the Market to meet their
respective requirements .
I t became increasingly difficult to meet the demand for
silver by purchases abroad and accordingly it was decided to put in
a requisition for Lend-Lease supplies.

After considerable

discussion with the American authorities. agreement was finally
obtained to the supply of silver under the terms of Lend-Lease on
condition that it was repaid ounce for ounce within five years of the
President ' s Declaration of the Termination of the state of urgenc y .
No payment was made for this silver but the proceeds o f its sale
In all, a total of approximately

were paid over to the Exchequer.

88 million ounces of Lend-Lease silver was received*.
In early

1942

the Bullion Dealers found that the stocks
"I..K

of gold from which they had been supplying industry were nearing
eeneeqaenblj it was arranged ""the Bank should release
sufficient gold from Treasury stocks to meet their requirements for

eXhaustion 1 aw'

essential purposes subject to quarterly returns being made showing
,
the uses to which the gold had been put.
In

1943 ,

jointly with the Americans , a programme of

gold sales in the Middle East and India w a s initiated, the primary
object of which was to "mop up" surplus purcha.sing power in the
countries concerned.

�.e &��.

� I.H<,

because of its greater proximity

to the countries concerned, agreed to supply the whole of the
necessary gold in the first place .

Reimbursement in respect of the

proportion of the gold deemed to have been sold on American Account
was effected by the Americans setting aside the appropriate amounts
of gold in New York for the Bank' s Account . * *
This programme called for the shipment of a considerable
amount of gold.

The bulk of the shipments were made from London

and the increased work in connection therewith necessitated the
formation of a special sub-section on the Gold Post dealing entirely
wi th shipping .

It was decided that all shipments should be

accompanied by a Bank representative until loaded on board.
necessi ta ting
under "Silver" in part
"Gold: Appendix" .
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IV.

" ('

1

necessitating on numerous occasions tne use of borrowed staff.

The

most insistent de�ands for gold came from India and the total
shipped there from London amounted to approximately f64! million,
all of which arrived safely with the exception of one consignment
� "�l'"

f'

valued at approximately £420, 000 lost by explosion in Bombay Harbour;

some of this consignment b&aing since h�n recovered.

The Middle

East centres were mostly supplied from s tacks held Ln Cairo which
were replenished from time to time by shipments from other centres.
The total amount of gOl� sold under this programme amounted t o

�

approximately £74 million".
In addition to the amounts of gold set aside for our
account in New York as a result of this programme, we acquired
further amounts in New York by the sale of dollars, surplus to our
requirements,
this country) .

( accruing mostly as the result of U . S . expenditure in
The wbole of the gold arising from these two

sources amounting to approximately f170 million was, with the
exception of a consignment valued at approximately £240, 000 lost as
the result of a collision in the North Atlantic, shipped home safely
from New York during 1943 and 1944.
It i s of interest to record at this stage the decision
taken at the outbreak of war to cease insuring shipments of E .E . A.
gold, a decision taken as a result of the Government ' s action in
underwriting War Risks through the War Risks Insurance Offic e .
This arrangement was also applied to customers' gold shipped a t the
risk of R.M. Treasury and, in all, a total of £1, 282 million was
shipped uninsured during the war period.
�:

Of this total three

conSignments totalling approximately f2. 6 million were lost, of
which approximately £2.0 million

wepe

eventually recovered.

It is

estimated that a sum of approximately f60 million in premiums was
saved as a result of this policy, a policy which has been followed
since the cessation of hostilitie s .

In addition to the sales o f gold under M . E . & I .
programme
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programme,

the Bank were

'
called upon to supply sovereigns in the

Middle East and elsewhere for "special purp o s e s " .
included the supplying ot raiding forces,

Such purposes

the provision ot "iron

«f1l,<

rationS" and subversive activities generally.
)

The bulk of these

sovereigns � distributed fro� Cairo and supplies in that centre
were replenished to a large extent by means o f exchanges effected
with the National Bank o f Egypt o f bar gold for sovereigns.
So far as work in connection with Exchange Control
requirements was concerned,
pert of the period,

there i s little t o report

activity being mostly confined t o dealing with

applications made by non-residents to
In

1941

for the early

sell gold held in London .

this type of work was extended to include the consideration

of applications made by non-residents who had not taken advantage o f
the Foreign-Owned Gold Scheme for the expat

o f gold held i n London.

Later on in the period consideration of applications tor import and
export licences for silver and of export licences for semi
manufactured gold was also made the concern of the Gold Po st .
Towards the close of

1945

a scheme was initiated for

the rehabilitation of the gold industry of the country by the
release to the manufacturers of a "float" to b e used for the
•

manufacture of articles for export .

The

scheme was to b e

administered through the Authorised Dealers and,
exportation,

o n proof o f

the amount exported was t o b e replaced ounce for ounce

together with a

50%

bonus.

This scheme of course underwent

considerable modification in t he p ost-war years.

C�
&s
f 't:Re fact Litat

Although concerned mainly with the purchase and sale of
foreign exchange and gold,

the Office,

'by- nuon

all operations affecting the Exchange Equalisation Account mus t
pass sooner or later through i t s books,
with transactions outside

.-<

was involved in some degree

its normal scope

particularly the concern of other offices.

..;.tliieh: "ele

more

For exampl e ,

one type

of transaction envisaged when the Acc ount WaS first opened,

that of

investment
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attar which there WL.S a sharp fall ov.ing to Gerrian invasion of \',e�tern Europe.
In the year ended
I" Excluding transactions arising froe partial deliveries undar forward contracts .
a week.
which figures are available - these aver(\ced over

r

r!

" Staff

,

C

ot which of·
:inistry other
�
"
Govt.
All1ed
SUEi::lr Depts. � Others
o . ot Start
. "

:3,331
7,015
12, 148
14, 138
'"

441
"
.46
74
1,016 40
4
2:32
48 1
_

19

61
171
13.
"

13
10
22
22

'0

I

,r; r s
Regulations General Office
Period 3rd September 1939 - 28th February 1941
Although the Regulations General Office did not bec cme
a separate entity until 1st March 1941 , it had its roots in the
General Section of the Exchange Control Office which was formed at
the outbreak of war.
In a highly industrialised and trading c ountry and
international financial centre such as the United Kingdom it was to
be expected that the introduction of Exchange Control would give
rise to innumerable problems .

Apart from the registration of

foreign securities and the dealing and book-keeping side , which were
the concern of other offices of the Bank, the initial problem faced
by the Exchange Control Office was the answering of a vast number of
enquiries as to the general application of the Defence ( Finance )
Regula tions

•

The duty of handling these enq4iries and of dealing

with applications to make payments abroad in foreign currency and
sterling, to open acceptance credits , to export bank notes , foreign
n,.C.(. I r..d

currency securities or gold and for exemption from the obligation t o
_

surrender specified currencies and gOld was allocated to the General
,..
Section, which was divided for this purpose into two main parts ,
dealing with correspondence and forms respectively.
were again subdivided to provide

a

These parts

certain amount of specialisation.

The original staff consisted mainly of men drawn from
various offices of the Cashier ' s Department who had had s ome
previous experience of foreign exchange or of the Overseas & Foreign
Department as it then was .

From the outset, however, they were

aUgmented by temporary clerks recruited from members of the Foreign
Exchange Market, who were available owing to the closing of the

Market and who, by virtue of their particular experience, were of
great value in the administration of the Regulations.

The

pressure of work v,as very heavy from the start and the staff had
to be steadily reinforced , not only by temporary clerks but also by
the transfer of men f rom other offices of the Bank , notably from
the Accountan t ' s Department .

The benefit of this expansion of
staff
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staff was ,

howeve r , more than offset by the increase in the work

caused by the

steaoy tightening of the Regulations dur ing the

following months .
The Russo-Finnish War,
and the Low Countr i e s ,

the

the over-running of Norway,

introduction of

France

the system of "canalised"

sterling payments which necessitated entirely new methods of
financing international trade, the imposition of the ban on the
import of

sterling note s ,

the blocking of certain types of transfer

all created problen� which brought large numbers

to non-residents ,

of enquiries by letter and otherwise
Whe rever possible,

the General Section.

to

powers were delegated

to

the banks to enable

them to authorise applications falling within clearly defined limits.
The increasing self -reliance of the banks in taking advantage of
these powers and

the policy of dealing with the public

only through

their bank e r s , helped materially in redUCing the number of cases
Nevertheless

referred for decision.

the period was one

of long

hours

for the staff and several of the senior members averaged

65-70

hours per week, with fire -watching duties in addition .

The Formation of RegUlations General Office
As seen earlier in this chapter,

on the 1 s t March 1941

the Exchange Control Office was reorganised as a sub-department of
the Cashie r ' s Department and the work of
except

the General Section,

that c oncerned with Acceptance Credits and the issue of

Certificates C . was taken over by the Regulations General Offi ce .
It was neces sary t o make

only minor adj ustments

in the organisation

of the General Section in order to form the offic e ,

the

organisation and function s of which are s e t out in Annex A .
new office dealt ,

not only with the aspects of the Regulations with

which i t was directly concerne d ,
and w a s ,

furthermore ,

but also with all general matters

the centre for both inward and

for the whole department .

outward mail

Details of a slight reorgani sation of

the office which occ urred later in the
Annex A .

The

year 1941 are also given in

The purpose of this adj ustment was t o reduce

the senior men, who were overloaded ,
Signatories t o deal with the

the work of

by inserting new grades of

less difficult case s .

No important
Change
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r: (, change of this kind took place throughout the rest of the war.

The Work of the Regulat"ions General Offic e .
Figures in Annex

B

give an indication of the volume

of the work of the office during the v;ar years ;
for the

the main reasons

changes in the volume are given below .
The decline in the number of applications by form was

probably due to international events and the increase of bulk
buying by the Government .

This decrease was ,

however ,

offset by

the increase in the numbe r of letters and the grester c omplexity of
the c a s e s .
Changes i n the Regulations and mod ifications o f
administrative practice aimed a t tightening the
added work to the Office.

control brought

Powers were taken to c ontrol the

sterling

assets of persons formerly resident in the United Kingdom and of
persons who escaped from enemy-occupied

territory and

settled

the Sterling Area.

1942

When large contingents of U . S . Forces arrived in the

United Kingdom it became necessary to provide speCial banking and
remittance facilities for

them,

to give individual authority t o

open many thousands of U . S . registered accounts i n their names
examine returns

supplied b y the banks of large numbers o f credits

to these accounts
allowances .

and t o

involving other than the accountholder s '

During this year

the

pay and

Office dealt with applications

for remittanc e s , principally t o Canada,

t.c�

in respect of some

1 . 500

adults and 6 , 500 children who had evacuated from the United Kingdom
�
nainly because of the fears of a German invasion and,
with official encouragemen t .

LSee

During 1943 the volume
Probably the most

1943

( largely the
were

of work was c onsiderably reduc ed .

Lease Lend and the

which led them to use

In October

also "Evacuees�7

important CaUses were bulk purchasing b y

Government Departme n t s ,
banks ,

to some extent,

owing to the

greater experience o f the

their delegated authority more fully.
temporarily improved dollar posit ion

result of the presence of American troops )

introduced

in connection with

the

concessions

transfer abroad of certain
capi tal
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R. G . O .

capital items which had hitherto been blocke d .

dealt with

the applications for the release of the blocked funds of ex-enemies

(

and others WhiCh,

however,

).

were not as numerous aB had been expected

During the year the Office took over two tasks from tbe Trade
payments Group of the Overseas

&

Foreign Office,

namely,

&

the

administration of Special and Spanish Accounts and the applications
for shipping payments on account of the Norwegian Shipping
The change-over did not

Mission.

The numbe r of traders '

work.

e.g.,

foreign agent s '

commission accounts kept by merchants in their books,

19-4:4/45
1945

Trade

cause a great increase in the

accounts,

required sup e r v i sion by R . G . O . ,

&

all of which

increased steadily during the year.

The main feature of the year

1944

and the first half o f

was the liberation o f Allied Territories and t h e end o f the

war.

These events affected the R . G . O .

the relief o f the

in two main directions:

population of the liberated countries and t h e

resumption and development of commercial relations with those
The re-establishment of full banking facilities with

countrie s .

Belgium in October 19-4:4 and with France in March

1945 naturallY

resulted in numerous enquiries relating to trade with those

countries

and to the sterling ac counts of persons resident or formerly resident
therein.
As firms began to prepare for their normal peace-time
activities,

an increasing number of applications were made for

expenditure abroad on e . g. ,
reopening o f agenci e s ,

advertising,

the establishment or

branches or subsidiary companies,

business

travel or holding stocks abroad.
staff
As might be expected,

the technical nature of the work

called for a more than average degree of intelligence and initiative
among the staff and in the R . G . O .
)

it be came necessary to build up a

team of t e chnicians with considerable weight at the t o p .

I t was

essential for newcomers to the Office to gain "background" before
they could become really productive,
not be

whilst new "Signatories"

could

created unt il they had had a very considerable experience

of the work.
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early in 1942 a Course of Instruct i on was held to train
from other offices of the Bank �s Authorisers of Sterling
Tr$nsfer and Currency Forms .

The " s ch ool" was conducted by one

of the more experienced temp orary clerks ind was m05t successful.
Further cour:;e5 were arranged later t o impart the general principles
underlying the administrati on of the Regulati ons to as many clerks
pOSSible, not only to the existing staff of the C ontrol but also
new entrants drawn from other Offices of the Bank.
e ight courses had been held by the end of the war,

Alt ogether

attended by 1 5 5

students, most o f whom were successful i n passing an effi ciency test.
In August 19� 2 , R . G . O.

(in common with all other C ontrol

Offices) t ook over from the Staff Reeister Office the vari ous duties
relating t o internal staff manageme nt.

One of the Assistant

Principals was lade responsible for the general administration,
welf�re

u

d day-t o-day movements of staff.

This system worked well,

ensuring the maintenance of that liaison between Principals and
�taff 50 necessary for the smooth running of a large offi ce .
Prohibit i on of the Import
Import

(&

Export) of Bank N otes

Regulat ion 2B of the Defence (Finan ce ) Regulations,

introduced on 21st August 1940, prohibited the import into the
United Kingdom of notes which were l e gal tender in the U . K .
any part of i t :

or

the Regulation applied t o Bank o f Ene,land notes and

to the notes of the banks of issue in Scotland and N orthern Ireland.
The primary obj e ct of th is ban was to prevent the enemy
benefiting from the large st ocks of sterling notes (vari ou s ly
e' �rr::·!d i.t �lO/£20 million and l'Iainly of h i,�h denominati ons) wh i ch
"ere :�nC'Wl t o have been h e l d in countries then in enemy occupati on .
It

Iso rQ' the incidental e f fect of imrr oving the efficiency of

the Sxch�nfe C ontrol, by preventing the sett lement of sterlinE debts
by the remittance of note s .
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Exemptions were made in respect of the following notes,
.hich could Je freely imported into the United Kingdom:(a ) notes coming from Eire;
( b ) notes up to a �aximum o f £10 per person brought into the
U . K . by tr�vellers otherwise than from Eire;
(c) notes in t ronsit to the U . K .
the Regulation;

before the introduction of

( d ) notes in transit to the U . K . from certain countries
( listed on the back of F . E . 85 ) up to six days after the
introduction of the Regulation.
Other notes entering the U . K . were l i a ble to seizure
and possi ble forfeiture .

In order to maintain the value of sterling

notes circulating in the Sterling Area, however,
such notes sent to the U . K .

c redit was given for

by the authorities of other Sterling Area

countr i e s , who were obliged to introduce restricti ons on sterling
notes more or less similar to th ose in force here.
The total imports of bank notes permitted between August
1940 311d the end of September 1942 amounted to £ 2 , 5 3 4 , 5 2 8 ,
about half what was expected.
applications,

or only

It represented about 3 , 000 individual

of which approximately a half came in the first few

days after the introduction of Regulation 2B .

The Treasury were

most anxious not to penalise any holder who could give reas onable
evidence of pre-zero ownersh i p .

In value the greater part of the

notes came from the U . S . A. and Canada. Switzerland, Greece ,

Portu gal ,

Brazil 3nd China.
The Censorsh ip control was by no means wate rtight:

only

S O% o f the mail was then examined, while the Customs and Immi gration
ltuthori t i e s , experienced as they were , had a d i fficult j o b .

Import

control was there fore inc omplete .
Ce�sorship control i n the early days rrovided most of the
work.

Th i s was Jl3.rtly because people i gnored the ter'llS of the

Control' s Notice ( F. E . S S ) and sent their notes d i rect to their
bankers in the U . K . instead of through a ban k abroad.

In such

CEses the Bank were generally prepared to release the notes to the
addressee on application.
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�he Trea�ury a€reed not to stop notes of up to £2 in
value found in �ail idrlressed by individuals
in the U . K .

broad to individuals

In all other C8.ses the �ensorshir extracted the notes

replaced the· wi�h � slip informing the addressee that they had been
seized umer Regulation 2B.
v�hen the amount seized was less than {',25 ,

the slip inserted

by the Censorship indicated that the sender mieht apply to the Bank of
England for the return of the note s .

The Censorship then sent the

notes to the Bank with a photostat copy of the covering letter.

If

the sender subsequently appl ied for the notes "nd the Bank agreed to
release them,

they were returned to him by registered post,

uninsur8rl,

_,'Od the Bank declined to entertain any subsequent claim for them
except such as c ould ,e made on normal banking ground s under suitable
Credit was never allowed to an account in the U , K . as

indemnity.

,n iltern�tive to the return of the notes to the sender.
The photostat letter frequently gave a clue to the
circuMs tances in which the notes were obtained or the intentions of
returned
the sender, and thus helped to decide whether they should be released, /
or impounded.

If the Bank were satisfied that the sender had

deliberately attempted to evade the Reeulation, the case was
referred to the Treasury, who usually decided to impound the not e s .
Most senders appeared to act i n ignorance of the Regulation, however,
�nd usually had their notes returned .

Even \.mere the notes appeared

to have been purcha:.ed on the "black marke t!! this fact al one was not
con$idered sufficient grounds for impounding them.
In May 1942 , in an effort to reduce the work,

the Bank

��reed with the Treasury to try the experiment of extending the
idninistrative concession covering personal remittances from £2 to
£10 for i period of six months .
w...r charities were ilso admitted.

Notes sent �s subscriptions to
From Aueust 1940 to �lay 1942

£9, 600 hdd been exempted under the £2 concession, of which
f$92 : l0 : _ in the last three months of the period.

In the three

foll owing months f_d6J was allowed in under the £10 concession.
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These figure:.., 5hl)",eo::i that the experiment was justified .md it was
therefore decided to continue the practi c e .

senders

re
er of outstanding case s whe
There wa� a fairly large numb
bly not
rn of note s , or had presuma
had not ipplied for the retu

zur e.
received not ice of sei

In such cases, where 12 months elapsed

concerning the
correspondence was rece ived
�nd no appl icat ion or
auth oris ed by the
ing of the notes was usually
seizure , the impound
beine re_opened
whic h provided for the case
Treasury under conditi ons
be rec eiv ed.
should fresh evidence

American troops were not
Sterling notes brought in by

age .
regarded as a seri ous leak

The circumstances in which such

sterling not es
it diff i cult for them to buy
trOOpS were drafted �ade
ted by
American auth orities co_opera
before they left , and the
smugglin e·
lties would be infl icte d for
w8.rn ing them that severe pena
rted from Eire was always a
The exemption of notes impo
s_Atlantic air
instance arose after the tran
potential loophole Bnd an
t.lost incoming passengers by
service to and from Foynes was opened.

. K . , and there
at Foynes and came to the U
this route changed planes
be treated by
to '.ihether they should not
seemed to be SO'l1e doubt as
allovl ed to
as passengers from Eire and
the Immier:3.tion authorit ies
bring in as many notes as they liked.
S . R . & 0. 2448

(1

This loophole was closed by

Doc. 1942 ) .

to be
ulat ion was not of c ourse
The usefulness of the Reg
h, but by its
l amount of notes dealt wit
'l1easured by the small tota
notes out , and
e amount s of enemy tainted
�ucc ess i n keeping the larg
eff ecti ve.
that the control had been
the figures 3.pperred to show
but
" notes remained very hi[' h,
The dis count on IIHigh Sum
£1 3.nd 105 .

e in
d on board shi p, ros e in valu
note s , which could be use

0.
New York from t l . 8 0 to 3 . 80/9
"High Sum" notes.

Ships were not allowed to accept

pri ncip al for eig n
The dis count in the other

as in New York .
was about twi ce as high
marke t s , Liurich md Lisb on,
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One problem was to prev8nt the illegal export of capital
in note form.

This could have be en done e ither by a completely

effective Export Control, or by making sure that there would be no
market for the notes �broad.

The only way of doing that seemed to

be t o make it imposs ible for su ch notes t o re-enter the

U.K.

There were only a very few prosecutions under the
Regulation,

and one under the Smuggling Laws .
High Sum notes presented an easy means of taking large sums

out of the country in small bulk, and in Apri l 1943 *the Bank
discontinued the issue of notes of any denomination over £ 5 .
The Committee on Exchange Control Practi ce was somewhat
concerned at the arraneement under whi ch notes could be imported from
Eire without l imit.

What was there to prevent the German r.1inister in

Dublin from importing notes into Eire by diplomati c bag snd then
re_exporting them to the U . K . ?

The answer was th�t the Eire Ministry

of Finance i ppeared to be quite trustworthy and eave satisfactory
assurances .

It was i n any case impossible to control the border

be tween �ire and Northern Ireland, and there was nothing t o prevent
an Embassy in the

U.K.

from importing notes in its diploma t i c bag.

Export
This was a relatively simple matter.
ban k notes ( and of postal orders,

The export of

gold, securities and foreign

currency) without Treasury permission was prohibited by Regulation
No. 3 of the 3rd September 1939.

In pract i ce travellers were allowed

to take out £10 in ban k notes for their current expenditur e .
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ANNEX A

"

.,

ORGANISATION AND FUNCTIONS OF THE NEWLY-FORMED
REGULATIONS GENERAL OFFICE, 1st MARCH 1941.

� incip81
fu l l signing

Deputy
6 "Assistants" with

Correspondence
Section

I

l

Au.thorisation
Section

powers

Forms Receiving
Section

ce d Index

Currenc Forms
Reconciliation
Section
(Transferred to
T .C .& I . in 1943)

Bank
�X.Dlptl on

Principal Functions
Principal and Assistsnts
Interviewing individuals and representatives of firms,
dealing with osses put forward by and for reference to Government
Departments snd dealing with numerous telephone calls.

Signing

all letters.
Correspondence Section
Distribution

The opening and allocation of all mail addressed

to the Contro�, and the despatch of the "Post" of all Offices of thE
Control (with the exception of the Securities Registration Office ) .
Exemptions

Applications for exemption from the surrender of

specified currencies and the registration of restricted securities.
Authorisations Enquiries relative to the purchase of foreign
currency and the transfer of sterling abroad (as distinct from the
lodgment of the appropriate forms ) .
Bank Notes

Claims in respect of seized Bank Notes.

General

The determination of residential status.

The

bearing of residential status on applications for permission t o
open Sterling Area Accounts .
overdrafts.

Enquiries relating t o loans and

Many requests for advice in connection with all

types of sterling accounts, special operations thereon, the
treatment of exceptional cases and, in particular, � companies
wishing
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wishing to know what effect the introduction of new Regulations
would have on their own financial arrangement s and t h e adjustments
which would be necessary.
Enquiries relating to
business,

e.g. ,

films,

cotton,

oil,

certain types o f special

shipping and insurance .

Authorisations Section
APplications on the prescribed forms for the purchase o f foreign
currency or the transfer of

sterling to foreign ac count .

A

card index giving details of the applications received was
maintained.
Forms Receiving Section

r Seceived the forms mainly over the counter and kept track of them
until handed back to the lodging bankers.
Reconciliation Section
4cted as e link between the Dealing Room and the Statistics Office
end reconciled the purchases o f foreign exchange against the
forms authori sed.
The staff consisted of : -

37

Permanent Clerks

�4

Women Clerks

(Men)

93 Temporary Clerks (Men )

174

Reorganisation
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Reorganisation later in 1941

Administration and general signatori e s .

tw<

!
\

l

lSt 1ine Signatories

General signatories and responsible for
A
individual sections.

2nd line Signatories

General signatories.

3rd l1ne Signatories

Restric�� signatories, i . e . , signing
powers �restricted to work of parti cular
sections.

G1

Preparation of summaries of difficult
cases for submi ssion to higher authority.

1

ets

IkQJc. �

Sections

General

E,:aD1P';1()na

Bank No1'e.

Lodgment

The numbers of Staff were then ; Permanent Men

43

Temporary Men

83

Women

50
176
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fl1a

Au1,hoT 1"atlon Raco nc
1"'"
( Transf'erred
to T . C . /Jc. 1.
in 1943)

-
.r , .

ANNEX B

Average Number
of Staff

Period

19 39
. -3rd Oct.

Total Output of
Forma

Letters

47

1 5 , 647

4, 000

91

123, 300

1 7 , 000

133

175,200

18, 500

146

105,100

21, 500

146

9 9 , 086

28, 392

31st Dec.

176

89, 788

43,215

1942
to 30th June

183

81, 561

47, 389

7 5 , 181

48, 612

70, 790

40, 427

74,013

37, 952

7 7 , 121

3 7 , 729

89 , 295

31, 847

137, 608

46, 736

1940
to Feb.1940
It

Aug.

"

1941
to Fab . 1941

" 30th June

tt

" 31st Dec.

183

1943
to 30th June

163

" 31st Dec.

163

1944
to 30th June

157

" 31st Dec.

1945
to 30th June
It

( 4 7 Permanent Men
( 8 2 Temporary Men
( 54 Women

( 39 Permanent Men
( 8 1 Temporary Men
( 43 Women

( 4 3 Permanent Men
( 75 Temporary Men
( 37 Women

157

168

( 37 Permanent Men
( 8 3 Temporary Men
( 4 8 Women

31st D e c ,

168

143,738

68,019

1946
to 30th June

202

1 7 9 , 194

89 , 597
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Export Permits Office

When the Defence (Finance ) Regulations were introduced
it was envisaged that control over the export of goods would have to
be instituted if financitll control were to be complete, and if
exports were to earn the maximum amount of foreign c urrency needed
for

tlle war effort.

It was, however, considered thtlt the immediate

imposition of full export control would throw too great a burden on
industries already severely dislocated as a result of the war.
The bxport Licensing system of the Board of Trade
provided some measure of safeguard against the export of capital in
the form of goods because licences were not granted for other than
prima facie commercial transactions;

but it dio not require the

exporter to obtain foreign currency for his gooos.

V/ith this latter

object in mind consideration was given to requiring exporters to
invoice in foreign currency, but it wes finally decided th8t the
resultant changeover would be too drastic, particularly for small
traders not familiar with foreign exchange practice :
have shaken confioence abroad in sterling.

it might ulso

It was therefore agreed

that a Regulation should be introduced which would require buyers in
certain countries to pay for their imports from the United Kingaom
either in foreign currency or in sterling acquired through approved
channels at official rates . *
From time to time the Treasury made orders under the
Regulation covering exports to most non-enemy countries outside the
Sterling Area, and in April

1941

the scope of the Regulation was

extended to give H.M. Customs po�ers over goods despatched from any
of the sterling Area irrespective of the date of export, provided
that a resident in the United Kingdom had power to dispose of the
The task of administering this Regulation was shared
between the Export Permits Office and H.M. Customs, the former being
responsible for ensuring compliance with the financial provisions and
the latter for the correot valuation of the goods and the receipt
within
*Regula tion 5B:

c f . chapter on Defence (l!' inance) Regulations.
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within six months of the full sales proceeds .
Control under Regulation 5B was, with certain exceptions,
exercised by means of Form C . D.3 (originally C . D. l ) .

Exporters were

required to complete for every shipment a Form C .D.3 in duplicate.
On this they had to state the name and address of the seller o�
consigno r; of the buyer or consignee;

the nature of the goods;
The

the amount und mode of payment and when it would be received.

customs kept the original and returned the duplicate to the exporte�
The
who retained it until he received payment for the goods.
duplicate, accompanied by a certified copy of the relative invoice or
accountsales, was then presented to the exporter ' s bankers , Who
certified thereon the amount of the payment and manner in which it had
been received.

The certified duplicate and supporting documents

were then sent to the Export Permits Office for examination.

T�t

Office checked the validity of any deductions made from the sale
prooeeds by the remitter which were not in respect of normal disburse
ments, and satisfied themselves that the method of payment and bankers'
certification were in order.

They then passed the certified

duplicate to the Customs. where it was attached to the original of the
Form, and when the Customs were satisfied that the goods were correctly
valued the Control procedure was complete.
This was the normal procedure, varied to meet the needs
of particular trades Bnd methods of trading .

The most important

variation of procedure was perhaps that for goods shipped on consign
ment, where it was either impossible or impracticable for the exporter
to identify payment with any particular sh� pment.

of this nature special arrangements were granted.

In approved csses
Under these

arrangements exporters were allowed to account for the disposal of the
goods and the receipt of sale proceed� by periodiC statements
supported by documentary evidence;
incorporation in the Form C . D.3.

a reference number was given for
The statements were SUbmitted

through the exporters ! bankers, accompanied by certification that any
remittances specified had been received through the proper channels.
These statements were designed to give the Bank and t �e Customs full
particulars of all stocks held abroad and of all trading operations
in connection with their disposal.
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SpeCial

Special arrangements were originally instituted by the
Export Permits Office but were later left
their powers of

to the Customs because o f
i f necessary,

entry to the trade r ' s premises wbere,

The

transactions could b e checked against the exporter ' s b o o k s .

Bank ' s function in these transactions was the examina t i o n of periodic
statements

in order to ensure that proceeds of

used for unauthorised purposes ,

sale were not being

and to verify that the net amount
A progressive

received had been remitted in an appropriate manner .
record of each case was kept for statistical purp o s e s .

After

examination by the Office the statements were sent t o the Customs,
who carried out their valuation check.

Varying forms of special

arrangements were also devised t o meet the difficulties of particular
trades,

e.g.

Rubber,

Tin and Coal Bunkering.

In addition to verifying the receipt of payment for goods,
the Export Permits Office were responsible for granting exemption
from the requirements of Regulation 5B.
covered a very wide field,

This branch of i t s a c t i v i t ies

including all cases where shipments were
Among the types

made without return of part or all of the payment.
of cases dealt with were the export of samples by

traders ,

despatch of household and personal effects of persons

taking up

residence abroad, maintenance supplies and equipment sent
estates owned here but operated abroad.

to mines and

In addition the Bank

received numerous applications from individua l s ,

firms and
In the

associations for permission to send gifts abroad.

days of the Control gifts of goods were s eldom permitted,

1944

the

earlier
but a b o ut

the supply position was somewhat easier and it was possible to

be more

lenient .
Although at first it was not practicable to allow

exporters to offset sums due for export against
oversea s b u y e r s ,
did not

funds Owing t o

they w e r e later allowed to d o s o where the o f f s e t s

conflict w i t h t h e provisions of existing Payments Agreements

with the importing countri e s .

The offset o f imports against exports

presented considerable administrative difficulties,
were eventually made to allow this

procedure

but arr&ngements

in a few approved c a s e s ,

subject t o the submission o f periodic accounts.

In principle i t was
considered
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... c

,

consi dered undesirable to insist on the remittance of full proceeds
and subsequent retransfer of funds where this
the framework of Exchange Control procedure .
illustration of this,

could be avoided within
As an interesting

in 1941 the number of consignments lost i n

transit a s the result of enemy action became s o large that a
standardised procedure was instituted for clearing the relative
Form C . D . 3 against proceeds of insurance claims .

During the year

ended June 1943 over 11, 000 Forma were dis charged under this
procedure;

the number fell to 0 . 0 0 0 i n the following year and to

2,000 in the year ended June 1945.

The se

figures reflect the

initial

success and final failure of the U-boat campaign.
Where exports from other parts of the sterling area were
financed in the United Kingdo� a duplicate of the

form completed

in the exporting country was forwarded to the U.K. intermediary
concerned for certification aod submission to the Bank in accordance
with norma l C . D . 3 procedure.
_

The Export Permits Office took action

in conj unction with the Customs where necessary - i f confirma t i o n

of the receipt of payment was not forthCOming within s i x months from
the date of shipment .

In 1944 all Colonial territories were

,

requested to furnish the Bank with advices of shipment on behalf o f
United Kingdom intermediaries.

Complementary arrangements were made

where goods were exported from the United Kingdom and paid for to
some other part of the sterling Area .
It was the pra c t i c e of the Office to work closely with
R.M. Customs

in all matters relating t o Export Control, and the

Customs gradually

took over certain of the work, which at the outset

was handled by the Office i n connection with the
�

checking of disburse-

ments and supervision of speCial arrangement s .

Close

liaison was

also kept with the Export Licensing Department regarding all matters
concerning i t ,

partic ularly the

personal valuables,

export of jewellery,

furs,

and

all of which were dealt with by a special

commi ttee set up by the Board o f Trade .
Regulation

SE and the procedure necessary to observe i t

proved s ound in principle and simple i n operation.

The m6in weakness

was that Form C . D . 3 was not then an actionable documen t ,
sanctions

against persons

and

committing breaches of the Regulations were
largely
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largely oonfined to the prohibition or restriotion of further
expor t s .
The Office maintained a statistioal record o f all
amount s received, subdivided under countries,
The
in
cOllllo
ll dities.

IF ; gl

c urrencies and

l' Ull1lieQ Etude" ijlEeeEGH tie eetll!ltsrtes oat;,Ide the 5te·Jj"g
of exports

sterling,

i'

from the Sterling Aretl

from 1942 onwards were

as follows £ millions
1942

140

1943

130

1944

115

1945

145

1946

425

1947

665

The
that after the
minimum,

1942 Commi ttee on Exchange Control pr�otice thought

y.. "", formalities would hbve to be reduced to a

and that

the system would therefore have to be mOdified;

they made no specific recommendat ions on these line s .

though

S tatistics

show that after the

inception o f Regulation 5B the

build-up of export prooeeds reached i t s peak in September 1941.
effect

of

middle of

The

the Government ' s eX?ort drive was a t i t s lD8xi!num about the

1940 .

The rapid increase shown up to September

1941 i s

explained b y t h e gradual extension of Regulation 5 B t o addit ional
count r i e s ,

and by the ti�e lag between the date of export of goods

snd the receipt of the

sale proceeds.

At that time also,

stocks

of exp�r t commodities were oonsiderable and the manufacturing
t"'·,

industr� had not yet felt

the

full impact of the

demands for manpower

by the Servi ces .
After September 1941 ,

however,

the shortage of raw
materials
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materials and the increased diversion of manpower from industry
made itself felt;

and in addition much raw material and mbny
Events

manufactured goods were absorbed in our supplies to Russia.

affecting the figures both before and after the 1941 peak were the
loss of European markets following the Ger�n invasions of April and
May 1940, Italy ' s entry into the war, the intensification of the
U-boat campaign, the bombing of London and other

U.K. ports

and, later,

the loss of Far Eastern markets with Japan' s aggression.
The seriousness of the decline was obscured to some
extent by rising prices, but after July 1942 only essential exports
were permitted because o f the reduction in labour ana material and the
lack of shipping.

A lthough prices had increased by over ?O%,

nevertheless by the end of 1943 nearly three-quarters of our export
trade had been sacrificed to the needs of the war effort.
Towards the close of 1943 and in the first half of 1944
our exports received a further setback owing to the Services' demand
for shipping in preparation for the D-Day offensive .
Much of the sharp decline in the third quarter o f 1944
was due to a fall in the proceeds of exports to the U . S . A . ;

but there

was a rise of approximately £5,000,000 in the last quarter of that
year, mainly attributable to textile s , whisky, and to a lesser degree
to chemicals, dyes and the heavy industries.

The extension of

Regulation 5B during 1945 to various liberated countries with whom
it was possible to re-establish trading relations helped to maintain
this rise.
From a small nucleus the number of staff rose to 46 during
1941.

This figure was gradually reduced to 31 at the end of 1943

mainly because of decreased exports , the mechanisation of some of the
statistical records and the taking over by Customs of detailed
examination of certain types of Forms and Statement s .

It remained a t

approximately this figure until 1945.
The following figures indicate the fluctuations in the
numbers of staff and in the volume of exports as evinced by the
numbers of the export control Form C . D . 3 : -

Period
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-

Period

L38, 142

Hl41

42

1942

348,538

1942

43

1943

258,?86

1943

31

1944

210,699

1944

31

1945

1 9 6 , 831

1945

32

July 1940 - June 1941
•

1941 -

"

1942 -

•

1943 -

•

1944

"
•
"
"
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1

Avertl.ge No . of
staff employed

N o . o f Forms

Period

r

,
-

•

Acceptance Credits Office
This �fice never carried a large staff,
10 1 who were mostly oldish men,
well have been done by women,

't
("
)' ,...

nor�lly about

although the more routine work could
and was done by them after the war.

The volume of acceptances was of course never large
because of the limited scope for trade
Departments)

and,

( B ulk Buying by Government

as the appended figures will show,

/;( t,. w(}-... c""",1.:; ...)

Office tended to decrease J%>

J

�

of the

mainly owing to the

widening of the Sterling Area and the shrinkage of
but also because of the effects of Lend-Lease.

the work

E 3stern

trade,

Average Number of
AEElications Weekl�

staff

1940

13

3 , 500

1941

12

1,770

1942

10

950

1943

10

1,200

1944

9

1 , 000

1945

10

1 , 600

The year 1941 was somewhat exceptiona l ,

when the Office

took over from Regulations General Office the work of authorising
commercial overdrafts

(see belOW ) .

dealt with by correspondence,

There were about 200 of these,

a vol ume which rema ined fairly

constant for some years.
During the war years names appearing on all a p p lications
were checked with the Ministry of Econoqlic Warfare Black List of
specified persons and Grey List of suspected persons.
w�s kept in the form of a card inuex,
from 10, 000 in 1941 to 22,000 in 1944.

This list

the number of cards rising
In 1942 the Office became

a Central Enquiry Bureau for enquiries of this nature and requests
,
for verification from other Offices numbered 6, 700 in 1943 and 9 , 300
in 1944.
In 1945 the number of cards in this index fell to 1 0 , 500
Bnd reference to the index was finally discontinued about the end
of that year.

Com.:nerc ia 1
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Commercial, etc . , Credits

It was recognised from the early days of disoussion of
Exchange Control that i t would be necessary to control the opening
or granting of credits by banks to non-residents
on exchange resources were to be avoided.

if unwanted drains

il.nd in order to be

effective the Control had to take place prior to the opening of the
credit or the granting of the credit

facility.

Banks and Accepting

Houses were notified of their duties by two unda ted memoranda,
"sterling hoceptance Credits" and "F . E . 7" ,
memorandum dated 8th January

ano. later by a revised

1940.

Applioations· for permission to open credits were dealt
with by the Acceptance Credits Office.
day to day questions,

At first the more important

as well as questions of principle ,

were dealt
representa

with by a Committee under the Chairmanship of Mr.Bernard:
tives of the Treasury,

the Ministry of Economic Warfare ,

the Trading

with the Enemy Department and the Import Licensing Department o f the
Board of Tra d e ,

with the Chairman of the hccepting Housas Commi t t e e

were members.

AS policy and practice became established this

Committee ceased to function.
The Bank gave permission (on Form E . 2)

for the opening

or advising of confirmed or unconfirmed credits and guarante e s ,
under which a resident of the Sterling Area incurred a direct or
oontingent liability to make payment

in foreign currenoy or

transfer sterling to a non-resi6ent;

commerc ial overdraft

applications were deolt with by letter.
( of all kinds )

were refused;

were presented for amendment

Very few applications

though perhaps
later,

to

40�

of approved cases

ann this occas ioned much work.

A credit already approved by an Exc�nge Control i n
another Sterling brea country d i d not require the approval of the
Bank of England,

but it had to be registered a t the Bank before the

relative sterling drafts were accepted or paid or the foreign
currency oover purohased in London.

About 8 quarter of the

applications reoe ived were of this character.
The

term "credit" included bankers '

faciliti e s ,

which

were usually
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were usually ,iven for 60, 90 o� 120 days, facilities for encashing
drafts on banks and on traders , and also paym�nts against documents
under cre dit arrangements.

All credits had to be related to

definite commercial trdnsactions.
In the early part of 1940, when trade with Euro pe was
pos s ible and the various import and other contro ls in this country
were not functioning with full efficiency, the Bank dealt with about
By 1942 the vo lume had fallen

5 , 000 se parate a pplications a week.
to an average of some 1 , 100 a week.

The applications concerne d, broadly,
of cre dit :

three cate gories

(a) for imports into the United Kingdom or some other

part of the S\erling Are a ;

(b) for exports from the U . K . or other

parts of the Sterling Area ;

and (c) for goo ds moving between two

countries outside the Sterling Area.
All the appl i cations had to be examined from the

point

of view of enemy taint, and for this purpose the Bank was supplied
with the confidential lists of the fliinistry of Economic ..;arfare as
well as the Statutory List, and later the U . S . A . Pro claime d List.
In addition to this examination e a ch a pplication was con s i dere d
fro� the normal Exchange Control point of view.
were at first relatively few restrictions.

On imports there

It was recognised a t

once that any control of goo ds to be imported must be exercised
throu h im port l i censing or some other restriction on de alin� in
the commodity;
payment.

not by contro lling the financial machinery of

Various commo dity controls, either import l i censing or

conf ining dealings to the Ministry of Supply, Viere gradually
extended unti l by 1942 pra c i cally every import was subje ct to one
The Forms E . 2 had to show that these

restriction or another.

restrictions were being complie d with, a n d the 8ank had therefore to
know all about them.
January 1940 ,
the

Credits for exports were first controlled i n

a s a complement to the introdu ction of control over

pro ceeds of certain exports.

the funds,

The pur pose was to ensure that

in cover of the credit which was being o pened on behalf

of non-re s i dent buyer of the goods were derived from a source whi ch
ensured com pliance with Regulation 58 , and also to a s certain that
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none of the parties was on the above-mentioned lists or the Customs '
Black List.
Credits for the third class of transactions were watched
very closely in order to ensure that payment terms conformed ,

so

far as it was possible to judge , with the exchan6e regulations i n
force in the various countries.

I n the early days most of this

trade was on a sterling basis, but with the growth of bilateralism
in the form of Payments Agre ements and the like , and the temporary
set-back during 1940 in the international status of sterling, the
business tended to be conducted and financed more and more on a
V . S . dollar basis.
The Committee on Exchange Control Practice thought that
credits aVlilable by sight drafts or cash against documents, if
covering U.K. imports or exports, might well be dealt with by the
banks instead of by the Control direct.
The reason why the Bank ' s authority to open a credit had
been thou�ht necessary, notwithstandinG the existence of an import
licence, was that they alone were in a position to watch the
interests of the Ministry of Economic ,'larfare , who did not issue
their confidential lists of suspected persons to the other banks .
An attempt was made to draw up a circular for the use of the banks,
but the selection of name s to be included presented so many
difficulties that the attempt was dropped for the time .

The Bank

of En�land, with its close contacts \'1ith the various Government
Departments and Contro ls , was also in a special po�ition to receive
and act on information regarding Government policy which could not
be given to the commercial banks.

The provision of the list of

Authorised Dealers introduced another difficulty :

the revised list

was not ready for issue until July 1945 . *
O n 11th November 1940 a "Ship ,;arrant Scnemel1 was
introduced, under which uanks were instructed not to finance
shipnents unless the vessel had been granted a warrant .

This was

obtainable if the ship had se cured a Navi cert, where that system
applied, or furnished such information as might be required

*Fina1ly revised 1 Oct.
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1947.

concerning voyages and cargoe s .

Ships sail ing under the flags of

the 3ritish Commonwealth ( except Eire) and of certain other nations
were exempted from these conditions, and there were other
exceptions authorised by the Bank.

In view of the Control over

exports instituted in the U . S . A . restrictions on shipments by sea
from the U . S . A . were withdrawn on 30th October 1942.
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� 'J I)
Trade

Control &. Inve5tip;ation�]ffi�e

-rk

Broadly speaking,
supervise exchange control .

"

the function of T . C . & I .

was to

Investigations Section dealt with

enquiries which resulted from submi ssion by the Censorsh i p .

� t'\.

General Section maintained liaison with Customs
h

The

for imports and

� scrutlnlsed applications passed by banks acting as authorised
dealers,

and was also responsible for seeing that Currency proceeds

of authorised sales of foreign

securities were duly received.

Certain Sections examined the quarterlY returns of
permitted Currency Account s retained by bankers,

merchants and

dealt with the approval of applications to remit profits

others;

and service charges to America,

or controlled sub sidiaries abroad

of British companies or trading accounts between resident and
non-resident firms.
During the first quart er of its
office

( i , e. ,

up to the end of June 1941)

( lOB men and 50 women ) .

In May 1942,

15 women were transferred t o

September, 5 men with the transfer of Traders

investigations;

half the

separate

the staff numbered 158

R . G . O . with the Authorisations Card Index;

Roughly

existence a s a

in the following
•

Accounts also to R . G . C .

staff were employed on trade and

and a reduction in the volume of work on

Censorship enabled the Investigations Section to give up 11 men,
which,

with sundry moves during the intervening quarter,

staff to 116 b y the end of June 1944.

Further curtailments o f

work resulted i n further reductions in staff;
1945,

reduced the

but by the end o f

with the transfer of the Authorisations Index back t o T . C .& I .

and the expansion o f the work o f the General Section,
numb ered 106

the staff

( 56 men and 5 0 women ) .

Particulars of the 'nark on the various Sections
follow -
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S�. {t

Investigations
;','hen breaches of the Regulations occurred it was
ne cessary to pursue the offende r .

In cases considered suitable for

prose cution the Control passe d the results of the ir investigations
to the Treasury;

but the greater part of its efforts was directed

towards educating the publ ic.
The breaches came under two main categories :

failure to

surrender foreiBn currency or gold, or to make the prescribed
return of foreign securities;
permis sion .

and the export of capital without

Developments may be summarised as follows :

September 1939 to April 1940
In this period most of the offences took the form of not
dis closin,. assets .

There was little evidence of irregulari tie s in

capital export ( though there was evidence of pre -war export ) .

A

survey was made of the a ctivities of doubtful financial houses;
and relations with banks and government departments were be ing
built u p .
May 1940 to Decem ber 1940
Followinl the German overrunning of Europe , capital
export from the U . K . by such means as compensation paY"lents and
export of goods be came of importance .

The latter method was

particularly difficult to che ck , partly be cause of the
impracticability of a ccurate valuation of the goods exporte d , and
partly because the exporters ' de claration (Form C .D. 3 ) was not an
actionable document .

Refugee sterling balances and book debts

due from abroad re ceived attention following the in troduction of
many new �egulations designed to tighten control.
12ll

Thou,gh compensation was on the increase ( partly o;-ling to

ignorance of the Regulations) capital export by other means was less
prevale n t , and evidence of non-disclosure - including Trust funds
held abroad _ continued to cause much work.

New Regulations

governing the creditinL of a ccounts of non-residents (Traders '
Accounts ) en large d the scope of the work.
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,

(" 1

Non-disclosure cases declined, but the pretience in the
U.K.

of Canadian and U . S . troops and the R . A . F . training scheme in

Canada contributed to a growth in compensation arrangeme nts.
from this,

Apart

cases tended to become more concerned with tradinJ

transactions ( Traders ' Accounts) and had less to do with private
persons.
ill3 and 194.
The re-opening of the Continent led to some revival in
non-disc losure cases at the very end of 1944 ;
of offence continued its natural decline .
less frequent ;

otherwise this type

Prosecutions had become

a new form of compensation involving the acceptance

of liability for repayment at a future date ( and especially after
the war) needed attentio n .
Throughout , the Postal and Telegraph Censorship provided
the bulk of the evidence used, in the for:n of photostat copies o f
intercepted cables and letter s .
hm"ever, opened by the Censor :

Not all overseas mail was ,
as much as

80;. was being examined

at the end of 1942, but the percentage varied considerably,
accJrding to other demands on the :ensorship.
The number of cases received by the Bank from the
Censorship were : -

12ll

120.<

12!t2

ill>

12ll*

222 , 5 2 8

136 , 5 35

76 , 750

5 3 , 237

46 , 1 87

Houghly half were found not to be worth pursuin..., and many of the
remainder were connected with �atters already known to the Control.
S one

10-12,

of the total were eventually inve stigated , and of tb.ese

a large nUffioer involved minor breache� of the �e6Ulations only.
Thu s , much of the work was of indirect value only.
;;md J .

L�S� important sources of information were :

the Canadian

Authorities (this ,;as on an experimental basis and did not

become regular) ;

other Government Depart.nents ;

and confidential

reports from banks .

*To 4th October, after which no further cases received.
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In order to safeguard the Bank ' s position enquiries into
intercepted matter needing investigation were first made of the
sender or addre �see by the Censorship, prompted by the Bank.
lnly if the reply was not satisfactory 'flere the Sank brought into
open connection with �he case and asked to continue the
corre �pondence ,

Cases not arising from intercepts, however , were

normally handled by the Bank from the beginning.
The financial results achieved by the investi6ations up
to the middle of 1945 included the surrender of U . J . $16 million
and Can . •· 5 : million, and the registration of �ecurities valued at
U . S . $22 million and Can. $15 million.

Prosecutions \1ere relatively

few as the policy of the Treasury over most of the period - and
particularly from 1942 onwards - was to institute proceedings only
where deliberate intent could be shown and where the Director of
Public Prosecutions was of the opinion that the offence could be
fully proved in Court.

Penalties at first were li�ht , since

magistrates were not conversant with the technicalities of Exchange
Contro l :

moreover, until Eay 1940 the maximum penalty was a fine

of £100 ,

Subsequently this was increased to three times the

amount involved in the offence ;

and a prison sentence could be

added,
By the end of Hay 1948 202 cases had been brought.
Convictions were almost invariably �ecure d , and total fines of
£41 5 , 000 were levied, the largest individual moentary penalty
bein! £50 , 000.
An allied activity was the scrutiny in Exchange Gontrol
interests of all applications to the Department of Overseas Trade
by pe r',ons wishing to leave the country for business reasons .
rr:'he Bank sometimes raised obje ction to the issue of an exit permit
until such time as outstanding Control questions had been settled .
Much work was also done on Trusts established abroad with
benefici'lries r(; ;;; ident in the U .K .

This was a complicated legal

matte r , since where non-resident Trustees refused to acknowle dge

the validity of the Regulations means had to be sought to determine

or vary the Trust s .
large sums.
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Few cases were successfu l , but these produced

1

Companie s '
In November

Accounts

1940 Regulation 5C was introduced and applied
In the majority

to companies owned abroad by British re�idents.

of cases the assets of such companies were properly employe d ,

and

the prof its due to the British owners were duly remitted to the
U.K.

Moreover ,

all companies whose shares were quoted o n the

London Stock Exchange were exempted from the

prov isions of the

Regulation and this excluded most of the larger companie s '
resident

subsidiarie s .

was mainly to

The use o f the Regulation,

non-

the refore ,

control private holdinz companies set up abroad to

hold investments for the benefit of
a view to avoiding U . K .

U . K . residents,

usually with

taxation.

Such private holdin2 companies were mostly domiciled in
Canada,

and their activities were

therefore

checked i n co-operation

with the Canadian Foreign �xchange Control doard.

By the end o f

1941 work o n 120 compani e s o f this type had b e e n nearly comp...e t e d ,
and .a 'arge part o f the ir securities had been liquidate d .
Attention was then turned to such trading companies as
were affected by the Regulation.
interfere

There was no desire to

wi th norlllal busine ss , but only to procure the remittance

of such portion of the ascertained prof its as might be desirable and this

proportion varied according to the

The Control also wished to be

currency concerne d .

satisfied that liquid assets surplus

to requirements were not retained indefinitely :
the regular submission of companies I

for this purpose

balance sheets and accounts

was required.
Althoueh companies Wilich were subsidiaries of parent
companies hav1n� �

tock Exchange quotation were outside the

,egolation,

aome attention was paid to them by the Control ;

part�,cular ,

fro:n

fro; the U . K . ,

and i n

1943 onwards , to a l l companies in Canada controlled

since in co_operation with the ":: lOadian authorit i e s

every effort was made t o procure
':: c,nadian dollars .

The

the maximum remittance of

policy towards companies in the U . oS . A .

varied wi th the urgency of the need for U . S . dollars ,
urgency �rew less the
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companies were Liven more

and as this

latitude .

,y th

end of

1944

some

830

trading co�pan ies were

being supervised, �nd i n the four years
and

C�n . t19

currencies,

1941-1944 U . � . �20

million

1illion, together with some �old and sundry other
had )een gathered in, the bulk from private holding

cO:lpanie s .
Imports
Among the application forms (Form � )

handed over to the

Bank by the Commercial Banks after the relative payments had been
made , were many relating to imports.

These were �orted out and

dealt with as fo llows :
Forms relating to imports into the U . K .
if financed by a trader in the

U.K. ) ,

( and into Eire

accompanied in the majority

of cases by copies of �ustoms entry forms and invoi ce s , e tc . , were

handed over to H .1·1. �ustoms and Excise, who exercised their own
check on the arrival of the goods and the amount paid for them.
Corre ct valuation was, of course , of great importance and some
d'.fficulty:
export .

overvaluation would afford a loophole for capital

In cases where the tr�nsaction was financed by a U . K .

trader the Customs and Excise Department also received from the
Bank forms relating to goods of non-Sterling Area origin sold to
non-Sterling Area purchasers.
Other import forms appropriate to their particular
requirements were handed to certain Government contro ls ,

such as

the Timber Controller and Hachine Tool Contro l , e t c .
Information relating to local imports financed i n t he
U . K . was given to some of the Sterling Area contro ls .

All forms relating to transfers on behalf of residents
of Eire (except those arisin� from imports into Eire financed i n
the U .K . ) were passed to the Eire Department of F inance .
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Securities Control

1. Securities Registration Office

On the 25th kugust 1939, the first Treasury Order
(S.R.& 0 . 1939 No .950) relating to the control of securities was made.
This Order prohibited all

U.K. owners

of any security payable or

optionally payable in certain specified currencies ( termed "restricted"
securities) from dealing with them in any manner whatsoever without
the prior permission of H.M. Treasury;
required to muke

8

in addition, owners were

return of all such securities on Form S . l (A & B)

to the Bank of England within one month.
The Securities Registration Office was established on
the 28th August 1939 to administer this work.

Altogether, well over

a million Forms S . l, relating to SOme 20,000 securities were received,
end lists were prepared showing the values ( in foreign currenc i e s ) o f
the various securities registered according t o the country i n which
the principal market for eBch security existed.
wre8&pae certain securities which, prior to the 3rd

Dealings in London in "restricted" securities were not
ellowed except

es

September 1939, had their principal market in that centre ;

during

the war years, SOme 200,000 Transfer Forma ( S . 2 ) for "restricted"
securities were authorised.

The sale of restricted securities

was permitted, subject to the currency proceeds being sold to
H.M.Treasury against payment of the sterling equivalent, and same
65,000 sale and redemption permits were issued in connection with such
trl::l n sactions.
The Seourities Registration Office was also responsible
for the administration of the "Acquisition of Securities" Orders
under which owners of the securities specified therein were required
to surrender them against payment of the sterling equivalent of their
market value on the date of the Order.

The following Vesting Orders

were .made : -

Country
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!'i ( I
No.of
Acquisition
Orders

No.of
-Securi ties
Vested

U.S.A.

5

491

52 , 800

Canada·

6

95

63,500

Indial

3

17

4 2 , 500

South Africal

2

10

21,000

Country

No . of
Lodgments

Part sterling securities .
'
Sterling securities only .
The bulk of the U . S . securities were sold in New York and
part of the unsold balance was pledged as collateral for the R . F . C .
LOan - see paragraph

below.

6

Some of the Canadian securities were

sold o n Canadian markets and others direct to the Canadian Governmen t .
R . M . Treasury sent representatives t o New York and O ttawa t o supervise
these s a l e s .
Until the establishment o f the Securities Dealings
Control Office,
(Certificate C ) ,
currency)

the S . R . O . also supervised the issue of Export Permits
the export of securities

(both sterling and foreign

except with Treasury permission b e ing prohibi t e d under

Regulation 3 of the Defence

(Finance) Regulations 1939.

2 . Securities Dealings Control Office
It was not until May 1940 that the oontrol of
transa c t ions
the Defence

in sterling securities was imposed b y Regulation 3A of
(Finance )

Regulations 1939�when the abo�e- named O f f i c e

Was s e t up to administer t h e nrovisions o f the new Regulat i o n .
the requirements ,"of
general terms this Regulation
A
(a)

�a�
.

w�

In

that : -

before any transfer o f a security too� place,

the Treasury

should b e satisfied that all persons having an interest in
the security were residents of the sterling Ares;
(bI

was pecesiiPY before any

£1.,.0... 1 ) VL �.eA

permission o n behalf of the Treasury

"

security or interest therein could be transferred to a
non-reSident;

(c)

no interest i n the

security might,

without permission,

be

created in favour o f a non-reSident ;
(d)

a Registrar might not register a transfer of s e c ur i t i e s
without
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without evidence prescribed by the Treasury.
The S . D . C . O . &lso took over the duty of issuing
Certificates "C", not only for securities but also in respect of the
export of bank notes, postal orders, gold Bnd foreign currency.
Aa part of the new organisation "Cashier ' s Department,
Exchange Control", on the 1st March 1941 the Securities Dealings
control Office became a separate entity and thereafter developed
into an Office administering control over securities in the wider
sense, i . e . over investment in general as distinct from control only
over marketable securities.
Early in 1942, the Securities Registration Office and
.
the Securities Dealings Control Office were amalgamated under the
title of "Securities Control Office".
3. Policy

The following is a brief s ummary of the control of
sterling securities (with a minimum of necessary reference to the
of "restricted" securities
governing Regulations)) the... �
having already been covered in paragraph 1 ( see also last paragraph) .
A. Sales and Purchases
( i ) By residents
No restriction was placed on the sale or purchase
of sterling securities in the United Kingdom;

apart from the

completion of the necessary declarations as to residence and
non-enemy interest on the relative Forms D and B , residents
of the United Kingdom were permitted to undertake such transactions without formality.

The sale of sterling securities

outside the Sterling Area by residents of the United Kingdom
was not allowed.
( i i ) By non-residents
( a ) Purchases
Non-residents were permitted to purchase sterling
securities in the United Kingdom freely up to the 5th January
1940, after which date evidence was required that the purchase
was a bona fide transaction for full value and that the
consider�tion money had been pro�ed from funds debited to an
account
Bank of England Archive (M5/535)

account appropriate to the co untry of

residence of the

purchaser.
(b)

Blocked Sterling
i'fuen Blocked Sterling Accounts cWlle

( o n the 23rd November 1940)

into existence

the investment of such 1'unds was

restricted to certain Government securities end registration
wes permitted only in the name 01' the non-resident owner as of
his permanent resident address abroad,

or of a United Kingdom

bank or its nominees.
(c)

Forms M
As from the lOth Jan uary 1941,

Forms M were issued

where inscribed or fully-registered sterling securities were
purchased by

non-residents on

a

Stock Exchange in the United

Kingaom with funds debited to an account appropriate to the
country of the new ownerj

the Form

sell the securities at any time on

M

�

entitled the owner to

United Kingdom Stock

Exchange and have the prooeeds credited to the same type o f
account.

The Form

M

was not transferable and the facility

did not extend to cover subscriptions to new issues ,
those of H.M.Government,
securities,

other than

or to the p urchase of beurer

non-quoted securities,

sec urities p ur c hased with

Blocked Sterling Funds or with the proceeds of the sale o f
other sterling securities
Form M was oat already
sOld)
(d)

( L e.

"switch" transactions where

held in respect of the security to b e

•

•

Sales
AS from the 13th May 1940 .

non-residents wishing

to

sell sterling sec urities in the United Kingdom were required to
obt�in a Sale Licence
already

held.

(Form L )

The issue of such Sale Licences was

upon receipt of evidence,
that

- unless of course a Fonn

M

was

contingent

in the case of a registered s e c urity,

the sec urity had been held continuously by the registered

holder since the 2nd September 1939 and., in the case of a
bearer bond,

that it had been held continuously in the United

Kingdom since that date or,

if the sec urity had been acquired
on or
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6

1

on or �fter the 16th �y 1940 , thet it hed been obtained in
accordance with the United Kingaom Regulations .

Non-enemy

declarations were also required .
Sale Licences were normally gr&nted only for
reinvestment in another sterling security of the same category
and provided that the transection was effected on a United
Kingdom Stock Exchange and that the security to be purchased
was not of shorter date than that to be sold.

Securities

restricted under Regulation 1 were, of course, harred from
such switch tr8nsaction� Bnd on the 22nd October 1943 the
field of reinvestment was broadened to some extent to include
any unrestricted sterling security quoted on the Stock Exchange
which was irredeemable or not redeemable

OD

a date earlier than

ten years from the date of purchs e .
Exceptions were sometimes made in the case of nonquoted sterling securities provided satisfactory eviaence was
produced thbt the price to bepaid w�s fair value .
Subject to the completion of the appropriate
Declarations concerning non-resi6ent and non-enemy interest as
required by Form D, the transfer of sterling securities abroad
by one non-resident to another were normally approved provided
the security to be sold had not been acquired by the seller in
contravention of United Kingdom Exchange Control Regulations
and that the purchaser was a bona fide resident of the same
country .
B.

Income
Apart from any overriding Regulation, such as
Regulation 2A of the Defence (Finance ) Regulations or a Trading
with the Enemy Regulation, no restriction was placed on the
remittance of income due to a non-resident owner.

The original

requirement was that such income should either be credited to 8
Sterling Account appropriate to the latter ' s country of permanent
residence or actually remitted to that country over the exchanges;
but as from October 1943 imported coupons and redemption monies
have been payable either to the country of the owner or to the
country
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oountry of the collecting bank.
Such income,

of course,

was alw&ys

freely

aV6ilable t o

the owner for any purpose within the Sterling hres.
C.

Redemptions
The proceeds of redeemed sterling securities were
freely remittable to the non-resident owner thereof until the

1940.

emergence of Regulation 3E on the 23rd November
redemption monies due to Argentina,

Canada,

Switzerland were aVHilable only for credit
Account .

In the Spring of

1946

Therea fter

Newfoundland and
to 8 Blooked sterling

free remittanoe to Canada and

Newfoundland was resumed and in the autumn of that year to
Swit zerland .

Payment of redemption monies to Argentina was

permitted SOme nine months later.
D.

Legacies
(i)

Resident Estates
The transfer of s t erling securities to non
resident legatees and to remaindermen was always permi t t e d i n
satisfaction o f an interest i n a n Estate o r Trust o f a Will or
Intestacy and,

where it wes desired to provide funds for a

remittance which had been,

or would b e ,

sanctioned,

no

objection was raised to the sale o f such seourities for the
purpose,

except i n the case of specific reque s t s .

The

restriotion placed on the sale of securities specifically
bequeathed was removed in Sep tember

1943

and thereafter non

resident legatees of resident Estates could take their
inheritance either in the form of s e c urity or in cash remitted
to the country of their permanent residenc e .
(ii)

Non-resident Estates
Vfuile the transfer of sterling seourities to non
resident beneficiaries was freely allowed,

even i n cases where

the beneficiary in question was a resident of a c o untry other
than that in which the testator previously resided,

�

of

such securities for the purpose of remitting the proceeds to
a non-resident was not normally permitted,

since it was

thought

that a non-resident beneficiary ought not to receive better

treatment
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treatment than the deoeased testator would have been entitled
to receive;

however, a limited conoesbion was made in that

sales of securities were permitted for the purpose of paying
United Kingdom Estate Duty ana costs of administration to
the extent that liquid funds and blocked funds were not
available.
E . Settlement inter vivos
Control over the creation of settlements and the
exercising of powers of appointment, otherwise than by Will, in
favour of non-residents became effective as a result of the
introduotion of Regulation 3BA in October 1942 and covered any
property whatsoever.

Normally, such settlements or appointments

were not allowed, although i t must be pOinted out that the Defence
(Finance) Regulations 1939 gave no power to invalidate an executed
Vfuere securities were involved, however, their trans-

document .

fer was normally refused.
Subject to the overriding considerations of Regulation
3E and normal a�uinistrative practice relating thereto, transfers
in full were allowed on the liquidation of a Trust provided ( i ) The settlement in question was created before the 3rd
September 1939 and was not enlarged thereafter.
( ii ) The payment fell due by reason only of the death of a
life tenant or on a date specified in the settlement.
( iii) The funds were not provided by the sale of sterling
seourities over which the beneficiary had power of
disposal prior to the 13th May 1940 .
F. Transfers of Real Estate
( i ) Property in the United Kingd om
Under Regulation 3BA a resident was preoluded from
settling any property, otherwise than by Will, upon any Trust
whereby

e

person, who at the time of settlement was a non

resident , might benefit.

( l i ) Property Abroad
Normally no objection was raised to residents
selling property abroad st a fair price, on the understbndi ng
that the currency proceeds were remitted to this country for
the purpose
Bank of England Archive (M5/535)

G ("\ �
fcT the purpose of being made available to H . M . Treasury .
G. Nominee Companies
Sales 01' s t er ling securities be longing to Comp&nies
registered abroad but owned and controlled by United Kingdom
interests were allowed under Licence for credit o f the proceeds to
Blocked Account .

Such blocked balances were available for

reinvestment in approved sterling securities on a somewhat broader
basis than that usually accorded to blocked sterling balanc e s .
Release o f blocked sterling funds and remittance to
the country of residence of the Company conc erned was permitted
i n approved cases only for the purpose

01' meeting local expenses

and taxes to the extent that local funds were insufficient for
that purpose.

H.

Import of Securities
The import of sterling bearer securities into
United Klngaom was first prohibited in September
permission,

except with

which was generally given i n the case o f securities

owned by nationals o f ,
Canada,

1940

the

and sent from,

Nev:foundland and Hong Kong,

sterling area countries,

accomp&.nied by a prescribed

Declaration of Ownership non-enemy interest .
In other cases application for permis sion to
was subject

import

to the completion of the appropriate Non-enemy

Declaration a c companied by (a)

A statement of

the purpose of import.

(b)

Evidence that the security had been owned by the

current

owner or by a resident of the same country since �rior
to the 2nd Sept ember

1939 .

Except in the case of the securities imported for
registration i n the first instance ,

imports for the purpose

of

sale or safe custody were not normally permitted until the end
of

4.

1945.

Authorisation of Forms and Permits
The approximate number of forms .

e tc . ,

lodged for

authorisation during the period under review was as follows -

Form
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6 1

}'orm
5.1

Description

Registrdtion 01' specified
currency securiti es

5.2

--:-r '-'!v-

5.6 )
)
5.7 )
)
5.8 )
)
5.9 )

Sales and Redemption of currency
securities abroad ( except
Canada)

,;

No.submitted
for Authorisation
1 , 200, 000

.$I�j
62, 331*

S . lO

Canadian securities sold or
redeemed in Canada

5 . 11

Specified currency securities
coverted abroad

5 . 12 )
)
5 . 13 )

Sales abroad of unacquired vasted
securities

D.

Tr�nsfers of Registered Securities

8 1 , 397

B.

Transfer of Bearer Securities

95, 488

K.

Import of Bearer Securities

L.

Sales of Sterling Securities by
Non-residents

".. re�-d.. . .
"

M.

do.

5 , 026

x.

22,698
9 , 216
488

No record

Applications for Certificate "C"
( export of securities)

'11. "F

143, 775

5. U.K. Security Deposit
In 1940, when the danger of invasion was irn.ninent, the
bulk of the securities saleable abroad and held by banks in this
country on behalf of United Kingdom residents was shipped to Canada .
The first 448 boxes of securities left the United Kingoom on the
2jrd June 1940 and were accompanied by a principal and four clerks,
who formed the nucleus of the Staff of the United Kingdom Securities
Deposit set up in Montreal.

A further 1,043 boxes followed and

further small shipments were made from ti�e to time .
The Bank ' s represent�tives �rrived in Canad� on the
1st July 1940.

�dditional staff was recruited locally but it was

not until the 1st August that premises were reaoy for occupation and
the work of unpacking and checking began.

�t the peak period the

total Staff employed was 113, decreasing to 50 by the autumn of 194 5 .
The U . K . S . D . performed the following functions upon
instructions
*Includes 1 1 , 444 authOrised by Sbare ana Loan Depbrtment of the
Stock i!;xchange . y. )o. il.- w....... '..-..A. � ..J \. � � llt 5'.<"':I..i.�
. .o. ��,·G
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instructions received from the various U.K. banks (a)

Forw�rded mbturing coupons to the U . S . /Canadi�n hgents
of the banks.

(b)

Forwarded securities which were to be sold abroad to
nominated banks/brokers.

(c)

Transferred vested holdings to the account of H.M. Treasury ,
shipping the U . S . vested securities to the Bank of �ontreal,
New York.
In order to enable dealings to be resumed on the London

market in certain securities held by the United Kingaom Security
Deposit, the Bank of England issued Security Deposit Receipts i n
bearer form against transfer of the sec urities t o an account entitled
"Bank of England S . D.R.Account " .

The Receipts were exchanged for

the underlying securities when the securities arrived back in London.
Over 50,000 such Receipts were issued.
6. Reconstruction Finance Corporation Loan
In July 1941, an agreement was made under which the
Reconstruction Finance Corporation unaertook to make a loun to the
British Government at 3�.
In order to provide the necessary collateral, H.M. Treasury
borrowed the following shares belonging to United Kingdom owners (a)

United States subsidiaries o f United K1ngdom Insurance
Companies.

(b)

Subsidiaries of certain other United Kingdom companJes where
the latter owned the controlling interest.

(c)

Securities of United States associate companies o f certain
United Kingdom companies where the holdings of the latter,
although not amounting to control. were substantial.

(d)

Certain marketable holdings which were j udged t o be suitable
for the purpose ( including some Treasury-owned vested
securitie s which had not been sold ) .
The ter.:as of the Loan

gree.:neot required

.•

1ol11

payments 10

respect of the Securities, whether capital or income, to be applied
to the service of the loan;

accordingly. previous owners lost their

�ayments as SUCh, but were compensated
payment � the sterl ing equivalent .

rights to the capital or inCOm

by H , M , Treasury to tb� extent Q�

7.
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c r I'
?

�
At the peak of the vesting pertod in May 1940. the Staff
of the Securities Registration Office was 565.
The Securities Dealings Control Office commenced on
the 13th May 1940 with a Staff of

88.

When the Securities Control Oltiee

W8S

formed by the

amalgamation of the above two Offices, the Staff totalled just over
500 but by the end of the war this figure dropped to about 200,
including five Principals.

An account of the evolution of "Securities Control"
( i . e . of the Regulations governing the right of disposal of
securities as distinct from the description given above of the work
of the Office concerned with its administration) forms the sub j ect
matter of Appendix

.

.

.

•

•

A certain ( small) amount of duplication

in description is unavoidable if reference to the main Regulations
governing the policy of control is to be retained in paragraph 3 . of
the description of the work of the Office .
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STATISTICS OFFICE
•

At the outbreak of war part of the etaff of the Eoonomics
and Statistics Section of the Secretary ' s Office waB seconded to the
Exchange Control to form a Statistical Office within the Control,

in

order in the first instance that they might prepare statistics of
applications for foreign exchange and of credits approved.
By the middle of
inolude the following:

tal

the work had already developed to

1940

analysing the purposes for which the

E .E . A . gold and foreign exchange and security assets were

being drawn

upon and for which sterling was being paid outside the Sterling Area;
(b)

collating statistics

Offices) of

( drawn largely from the reoords of other

( i ) gold and foreign exchange income ,

exohange and security assets ,

and

(iii)

( ii )

gold.

foreign

certain sterling liabilitie s ;

s ummariSing the operations on accounts permitted to be retained

(cl

in requisitioned ourrencie s ;

and

(d)

analysing the purposes for

which the Exchange Control was approving credits.
Evsn before the end of

1939

the need was felt to have

within the Bank some organisation sufficiently well armed with the
to e.conomiss
faots to suggest ways of implementing the urgent need
.
o·
....1J
Thus
,
an
Exchange
Economy
Section*�was
set
u
p
'
staffed
exohange .
A
partly from the Statistical Office
labour.

,

but mainly employing temporary

Before long the work of the Exchange Economy Section turned

to build ing up current and future balance ot payments

estimates of

the Sterling Area with certain non-Sterling Area c ountries and of the
with
United Kingdom
The work was
certain Sterling Area c ountries .
"
based ,

inter alia,

on the

output of the Statistical Office , the

purchasing programmes of the Government Departments and confidential
trade acoounts.
By the summer ot

1941,

the work of the Statistical Office

had been further extended to inc lude

(a)

the scrutiny and aggregation

of returns from the Coloniss and Dominions of their expenditure from
funds drawn from London or from other sources j

(b)

the provision of

analyses to the Dominion Central Banks of expenditure of exchange by
the Sterling Are a , with emphas is on each particular Dominion ' s own

-

_

nt

.... t. torming part
_ _ · · _••r • • ',,.,H"
'"
. .. . . . . . ..

•,

of the Overseas

&

Forei�n Office .

"Ir*"'W'.b'+iC' iilil1@'Mjp2lJP_.
� .,.;t.� " ,, ) ,
-}.. �/" .
•
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payment s .

The general analysis of credits approved had been

abando ned as being not particularly profitable, thou�h special ad
hoc analyses were sometimes called for .

('.... Sr"h_)

In March 1942 all three Offices w�re amalgamated to form
A
the StaT,istics Office in the Secretary' s Departnent , with consequent
I'o<or(.

economy in labour and the provision o f�adequate technical supervision.
At the time of amalgamation the Staff amounted to 5 3 ( 1 6
mer,

34 warner

)

and 3 princiPalS .

The new office systematized and

ex f�nded the wOrk o n balances of payments ( current and "f'uture ) .
co-operation with Empire Central Banks on statistical matters
relatine to Exchange Control was also extended.

By its nature this

WOrk required highly skilled staff, of which In wartime there was an
acute shortage and for which there was stron� competition.
The preparation of statistical material in unswer to
enquiries frOm the Treasury and other Government Department s , the
voltune of which increased continuously;

the close study ( including

the production of a comprehensive qu&rterly report) of balances of
)ayments becomin

ever more cOIDFlicated tin(i

forecast several months a h e

a

dl

which had to be

the effort to keep up to date

something more than a skeleton of the pre-war record of statistics
( there was still a considarable flow of miscellaneous enquiries from
within the Bank to be dealt 'with ) :
" Cht

k..

IM- O ,.....

all thL'se.stra iaed the resources

highly qualified personnel to the utmost ;

and the vital

balance of payments work was only kept goine at the expense of the

other sections.
In 1945 and after. the return of men from the Forces and
tbe BanJ-' s selective s cheme of recruitment and training began to
�f�ord some relief to this problem;

but up to the tirre Of writing

( S �-er 1948) the strain was still beine felt.

Separatine those

engaged, direc ly or indirectly, on balance of payments work from
the others . the numbers of Staff at the unden,entioned dates
....ere:.
l.�arch
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G G ')
r.!erch

June

1942

Ealance
of
Payments

Other
work

I

June

1945

Balance
of
Payrr.ents

\

1948

r

Balance
of
'Payments

Other
work

Other
work

�

2

2

1

4

1

6

4

1

6

1

2

10

1

12

2

33

3

23

11

24

9

45

12

39

14

46

13

86

17

Prlnclfals
?,fen:

>Tlrelpal
& Senior
Clerks
Other

\'Iomen

J

Effects of the aftermath o f war can easily be seen in
these

The numbers

figure s .

� increased by

three years a f t e r amalgamatioD,
following three years ,

i.e.

J

but

6

only i n the f i r s t

� nearly doubled i n the

since the end o f the \Var;

practically the whole addition was due to �lance
The increase ,

it i s

true,

and

of Payments work.

reflects such measure of strengthening as

the Staff had received from selected new entrbnts and trainees much more the enormous growth of the work.

but

Although the numbe r o f

men o n Balanoe of Payments work had increased by 20 i n the three
years ,

at supervisory rank had fallen by two .

those

Statistical S�ary

During the war the Office continued to produce
Monthly Statistical Summary , which dated from
version from
of the

1927 ) ,

(MacMillan)

and was published from

192'il

1932

( and

the Bank ' s

in a shorter

on the r ecommendation

Commi ttee on Finance &. Industry .

The Summary had

been generally accepted as a representative collection of financial
statistics o f
the subj e c t of

the

U.K.

and its disappearance a t the end o f

a good deal of

1945

was

press comment .

Special war responsibil i t i e s prevented preparation o f

Summary by S t . Luke ' s Printing Works and an
the work , which they carried out most
of

the

outside firm* undertook

"'-

satisfacto rily until withdrawal
"

the Summary�* when the Central Statistical O f f i c e began to publish

their more comprehensive Statistical D i g e s t .
*Messrs .Keliher Hudson

· " C.T.

2 1 N ..v......t..A

'''fI.fY".

&
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Kearns.

GiO

i'xcAiAne SuutIai
Oversees & Foreign Office

In its original form this Office was a section of the
Chief Cashier ' s Office , but it attained full departmental status in
1932.

Its funotions were to study fore � gn monetary, financial and

econemic affairs, report on them Bnd endeavour to anticipate future
trends and developments :

for the benefit of the Governors , the

Advisers and the Treasury.

Members were sometimes employed to

conduct financial negotiations with foreign countries snd to attend
international conferences.
The research side of the Department was perforce reduced
after the out break of war to the minimum compatible with maintaining
an adequate supply of accurate Bnd reliable information at the
service of the Bank.

At the same t ime its active participation in

guiding the Treasury on financial policy and in negotiating and
implementing financial agreements with various countries steadily
increased.
On 27th February 1941 the Department was transferred , as
an Office , to the Exchange Control.

The main part of the Office

then consisted of six sections , each covering a selected group of
countri e s , an1 together covering all countries of importance in the
world.

..

In add ition, there was one predominantly statistical s e c t ion

( later transferred to the Statistics Offi c e ) which was occupied with
the international receipts and payments of the U.K. and other Sterling
Area countrie s , and one section almost exclusively devoted to exchange
control matters.
The section devoted to exchange control dealt with
Dominion and Colonial Foreign Exchange Regulations and suggested
mea8ure� for bringing these into line , where advisable, with the
Bank of England' s practice.

Information was also made available

for the Treasury, Colonial Office and banks in the U . K . 8S well as
for the other offices of the Control.

This section acted as a

centralising agent to ensure co-ordination of policy for control
matters bearing on Empire Regulations.

To some extent it even
acted
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acted as a liaison between the Colonial Controls.

The activity of that section aloDe ( some 10% of the
staff of the Office, excluding fillsts) was scarcely sufficient to
have justified the transfer of the whole Department to tbe Control ;
but i t was felt , no doubt, that in current circumstances all its
work did have a bearing on Exchange Control matters .

And insofar

as it was broadly concerned with the Bank' s share in carrying out the
Government' s foreign financial policy, it was inevitably concerned
with the Exchange Control aspects of that policy.

Tbis was J however,

ancillary to tbe main purpose of the Offi c e , which was that of a
corporate adviser on foreign affairs in a broad general sense.

The

Office was not concerned with control as such, but vdth fitting in
the concomitants of control ( or , alternatively, making use of them)
in the formulation and execution of the Bank' s �neral policy in
foreign financial affairs.
The work of the Office developed rapidly in the
immediate post-war period, with a gradual increase to pre-wer
proportions in the documentation received from foreign countries.
The number of visitors from foreign Central Banks and the calls on
the staff for visits abroad, not only for the purposes of study but
to act as advisers to H.M.Treesury on such bodies as Joint Economic
Committees, increesed greatly.
The Office thus returned by degrees
to its pre-war function of studying the economic and financial
conditions of all countries of the world, though i t continued to
concern itself to some extent with specific Exchange Control problems.
It remained an Office in the Exchange Control Department, whose t � l e
b y the way was altered i n November 1948 to �%Change Control and
Overseas".

At the same time a Deputy Chief Cashier was appointed to

take over the administration of the Office.

The section of the Office

which had earlier been devoted to Exchange Control in relation to the
DOminion and Colonial Foreign Exchange Regulations was early in 1949
transferred to the Central Office of Exchange Control.
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The Exchange Control Filin� Section

Its origin
The section traces its descent from the four fil1sts who
were employed by the Foreign Exchan@e section of the Chief Cashier ' s
Office before the war.

1939

On the 4th September

its staff was increased

to six.

This increase had been planned in advance as part of the pre-zero
I:I.rrancements under which ;he staff of the Foreign Exchange Section
was augmented by selected individuals . "/ho formed the original
nucleus around \'lhich the Foreign Exchange Control staff structure was
subse'.,!uently built.
Its early difficulties
At the outset the difficulties vlith which this small
Section was faced were almo st overwhelming.

Firstly,

the mass of

papers v/hicb descended upon it was enormous and there was l i ttle
likelihood of obtaining additional help Q.uickly because the number o f
trained filists i n the Bank at that time was strictly limi ted.
secondly,

the new work was of an entirely differen t kind

frorJ that to which it was accustome d .

I t had been used t o dealing

with documents which had to be group ed under a relatively small
number of "sub j e c t s " and to indexing them in such a way that all
those relating to some particular aspect could be brought together
at any time to present a complete and c onsecutive story.
of work had still to be dODe ,

This kind

in fact its volume increased

considerably, but additionally the Section had now to keep track of
papers relating to

thousands of firms and individuals .

An

entirely new procedure had to be devised to ffie et the situation.
A new procedure ls introduced
The system eventually decided upon was a numerical one
based on that in use

in the Chief Accountant' s Corresponder.ce Office

and it was put into operation on the 20th November
correspondence was sorted and numbere d ,
reference

"marks " running from

1

EC

1

to

1939.

Existing

the series of numerical

1

EC lOaD ,

2 EC

1

to

P.T.O ,
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2 EO 10DO and so on.

SubseQ.uently new .marks were allotted whenever

correspondence VlSS entered into with firms or individuals with whom
the control had had no previous dealings.
In order to keep track of files

dr8.\'m from the section, a

record of the destination to which each file had been sent was made
on a pink card which replaced it in the cabinet and the file 1 s
SubS8'J,uent movements were indicated by "yellow tickets" which were
ultimately att�ched to the pink card.

Vlhenever a file passed from

one section to another of the Foreign Exchange Office - which the
control had become on the 2nd November 1939 - it was neces sary for
the sender to attach a yellow ticke t to i t .

Thi S , having served the

1nl tlal purpose of an address labe l , was detached when the file
reached its destination and forwarded to the Filing Section to
indicate the file t s present vmereabouts in case it was needed by a
third par ty.

Wk.f ....

An amaleamation becomes necessary

)/\

On the 30th May 1940 the Foreign Exchange Office and _the
Securities Registration and Vesting Offices were amalgamated to form
the Exchange

Control Office _ the two Filing Sections which had
)

developed independently had to be fused.

Much additional work was

entailed by applying the numerical mark system to the Securities
Registration and Vesting Office papers .
two offices
43

The combined staffs of the

totalled 1 , 131 t-" t the Filing Staffs still only numbered

(32 and 11 respectively)

when the two Sections were brought

together on the 7th June .
It was decided to use an S . R . mark for the correspondence
relating to the new Section.
Sections of the Control ,
been adopted and,
and

At the behest of certain other

a similar procedure had by then unwillingly

in c onsequenc e ,

besides

the original EC marks , AA

XP marks were being uSed for correspondence relating to the

Investigations and Export Permits Sections respectively.
This separatist attitude was ultimately proved to be
mistaken because

it be came increas ingly evident that a decision made

by one part of the control was of interest to others and information

P.T.O.
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conta ined in letters received by one Section VIas often valuable to
another.

At a later date i t was decided to drop

marks in favour of new

Ee

AA , XP and

SR

marks whenever additional papers were

added to tiles bearing them.

,1/1"'t%!l!i0Ut� Glas
gow off" �'
u;"
9 ., �
rc,ff-.,

...
,..
...=
1'='
1 .1n Glasgow,
On the 25th Jun e , 1940, \ 9n office ..

as an offshoot of the Control in London,

�

&

serve th6 convenience

of firms and individuals in Scotland and Northern Ireland.
The Filing Section spared three experienced fillsts from
its slender resources to start the new Section but the senior of the
three returned as soon as local

c ircumstances permitted.

The t111ng sys tem in use at Head Office was employed and
a block of B . a . marks

(21

EC

1 to 25

EO

1000) was allocated to the

new Section.
At the outset an "information service" was introduced
between the two Sections and haS always been maintaine d .
The procedure , which was then devised and which i s still
in force ,

is for the section at Glasgow to advise Head Office o f the

name of the person or firm to which each mark is allotted.

A cross

reference card is then raised in London and any correspondence into
which offices at Head Office enter relating to that person or firm
is filed under the same mark and Glasgow is

advised acoordingly.

Labels are then affixed to the files in both Seotions indioating tee
existenoe of

their oounterparts .

Furthermore ,

the Glasgow Seotion

is advised whenever offioes in London enter into oorrespondenoe
"ith firms and individuals

�

in sootland and Northern

Ireland and the same procedure is followed .
)
Under this system i t i s a simple �atter for files kept by
both Sections

to be made available in London or Glasgow as

oircumstanoes may require .
The method adopted to train additional staff
Mention has already be en made of the laok of trained
reserves on whioh the seotion oould oall for assistano e .
Women were found, whose previous filing

experienoe

A few

in the Chief

P.T.C.
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4i.CCQUn tan t ' s correspondence Office was very valuable ,

but it was

eviden t that the staff could only be sufficiently increased by
tr?.lnin/ raw recruits .

The traditional n:e tte

which consis ted of teL
... � 1
and learn what she does

to

�n.,,-

of iuallflca tion

/:1.., "tl..tA , ;,
�ould not be employed because � had
a new reeru! t to

If'"

and sit by �

.

t. .
t' (s l�

too much to do already aLii quite pOSs ibly was not very sure of what
she Vias

doing anyway .
The most sensible Vlay of dealing with the s i tuation seemed

to be to break dovm the filing procedure into a numb er of simple
processes and,

for the time being at least,

to institute a chain belt

system under which separate groups wou ld consult the card indexes for
mark reference s ;
"pinks " ;

write reference cards ,

cros&'reference cards and

draw files from the cabinets and write

"yelloVls " ;

with the receipt and despatch of files and documents
offices;

deal

to and from the

sort files and "yellow tickets" and put them away and s o o n .
Wllen subsequently. i n the fullness o f time . a sufficient

number o f clerks had been moved round and learned all the processes
it was hoped to reorganise the Section again o n general lines.

By

this means it was found possible to .make fairly rapid progress in
building up the staff of the Section to a number which bore a
reasonably appropriate relationship
it had to dea.l.

to the volume of work with which

The Annex shows what vIas accomplished in this field

between the 7th June 1940 and the 1st Marc h

1941.

In later years . when the staff had been built up and the
Section had been reorganise d ,

one of the "General" Sec tions was used

as a Training Section on which a semi-permanent nucleus of
instruc tors ,

chosen for their ability in imparting information as

well as for the extent of their lmowledge of the Vlork,
throu� all aspects of Section procedur e ,
assessed their

took newcomers

checked their work and

individual potentialities as filists.

The wastage

rate on account of lack of aptitude has always been found to be
high:

some are temperamentally unsuited to

the work,

others have

insufficiently good memories or their intelligences are e ither not
gOOd enough or of the right kind to enable them firstly.

to absorb

p.T.a.
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the amount of detailed inforrr.ation involved or ,
the clues when difficul ties arise.

L

I I!I I); t•

7

-fa

secondly ,

to follow

I-e is }:el;a;s n:l 6&UOiallj
to have the

be really good. a fillst needs

imagination and analytical mind of a detective .
Organisational Structure

1n June

1940

At this time the Section was divided into a number of
Sections as follows : -

1.

Confidential

2.

Post

3.

Letter Book and SUbject Index

4.

Exchange Control

5.

Securities Registration

6.

Trade Control

?

Cabinet s .

&

(EO and xp )

(SR)

Investigations

(AA)

The Confidential Section dealt with the sub j e c t Files
containing letters and memoranda on policy etc , matters and other
papers of a kind which needed indexing.
The Post Section sorted the incoming post and distributed
it to the respective Sections for processing.

I t subsequently

acted as the

etc .

"despatch point" from whi ch files ,

were sent out

to the various parts of the Control and its staff vlrote the necessary
yellow tickets and pink cards

before the files Vlere despatched.

The Letter Book and Subject Index Section detached one
flimsy

copy of each outgoing letter and made up

the Letter Book

files which Vlere c irculated to the Principals of the Control for
information purp o s e s .

I t studied all correspondence for precedent

rulings and carded them in precis t o provide a means of tracing
files subsequently from the sub j e c t of the correspondence when the
relative names c ould not be recalled.
The other Sections dealt with the
respective marks,

The monotonous duties ,

"case" files under their
of sorting yellow tickets

and attaching them to the pink cards ,

of examining returned files

and putting them away , wer e , hov1ever ,

dealt with by the Cabinet

P.T.O.
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section.

The Section was staffed on a rota basis which, under

ax!stinr conditions , Vias thought to be the best way of ensuring
that all the juniors took their turn on these unpopular tasks and
that no one remained on them too long.
A

document distribution system is devised for the control and the

Filine Section is re-organised.
A proper observance of the yellow ticket system throughout
the control was vital to the Filing Section but it Vias at that time
very difficult to achieve because technical problems took up all the
time and energies of the staff directing the various Sections of the
Exchange Control Office. and also because their staffs were being
rapidly increased by Temporary Clerks of both sexes who knew nothing
of the Bank and its ways and who were slow to learn the procedure and
to appreciate its importance .
At the end of January 1941 Mr.Laverack was given the task
of studying the organisation of the various Sections of the control
and the methods employed.

He was required subsequently to make a

report to t� .Bolton ( then Principal of the Exchange Control Office)
and to pay particular attention to the volume and distribution of
paper passing through the Control and also to the system in
If W «. � ""I" /,
operation in the li'lling Section.
� " he was engaged on his
it.w<researches Mr .Dal ton made certain reconu:Jendations for reorganising
"
the Control whereby the Exchange Control Office became the
Cashie r ' s Department (Exchange Control) on the 1st March. �

i
l
'

If

I
,Jf

b 'i '1,1'1" !hp 1 I CH 'SA! Ii!!"5 i"S,l1l"b i!!11 '-rh 'Plc

aM'''[* ('!iritisl liieews S
11'1c
o
8.

It has been estimated that at the time Mr. Laverack
produced his Report the number of files each registered under a
distinctive mark had reached approximately
about

Zi

million documents .

100,000

and comprised

The results of referencing and cross

referencing had produced a card index of upwards of
The Staff of the Section had by then increased to

250,000

cards.

130.

P . 'T' . O .
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Mr. Luverack ' s proposals , which vlera very detailed ,
one hand s e t �p

in all

on the

the Control Offices a uniform distribution

system which paid "arti cular regard to the needs of the Filing
section and on the other revised the procedure and organisation o f
the

'iling Section and introduced some new metho d s ,
In the offices his task vre s t o devise a means o f

.
.eis-intaining an unbroken record of the pas sage of ind!vidual files
from hand to hand.
He sou� t to do this by several roeans : -

( ti )

setting up a Distribution Section in each office which v/QuId
be the focal point through v/hieh all letters and files
caudn€" into and going out of the office would p a s s .

and

which could be made responsible for seeing that the
yellow ticket system Vias being properly observed.
(b)

ensuring that all incoming letters a c quired a file reference
identity as soon as possible by having them sent immediately
to the �iling Section.

(c)

simplifying the yellow ticket system by making i t necessary
for a yellow ticket to be written only when it passed from
one Section

(d)

�

or from one Office to another .

introducing log books in which individual c orrespondence
clerks v/ere required to enter particulars of the files
cOLline, in to their cus tody and of the des tinations to
which they sent them .

(e)

setting up Register Sections

\"1,"
keep!r.

to eaintain "log books" of

w1 th by Principal s .

.'". ",,,,,.�(,.!...:
!e' \.also sought to reduce the amount of work entuUed in
,

1'11es dealt

accurL.t! records of files which were uway from the Filing

Section by introducing
correspondents .

a "Suspense It procedure

Under this procedure files re1a tins to

had been lea1t with initially,
inforl 3tion was awaited,

cases which

and in respect of which further

could be re turned to the Filing Section

and be earliurl(ed to be returned to
speci�ied de. t a .

to stop hoarding by

In the mean time

the person concerned on a
the file would b e available t o the

P.T.O.
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fillets or , if need b e , to a third party on the understanding that
it

\'.'tl3

returned on the specified date to the person

v/ha

placed it in

Susp ense .
Another innovation was the introduction of a chit on which
written requests for files c ould be made , which came to be knoVv'l1 as
the F . R . (Previous required) Slip.

Hitherto such requests had been

made either by telephone or by runner .

Besides considertlbly

reducing the calls made on the services of runners this had an
organisational advantage in the Filing Section and also cut dovm the
volume of telephone work in the Filing Section and the Telephone
Exohange .
In the Filing Section a general reorganisation was effected.
Besides a number o f detailed procedural changes the main alterations
were as foll ows : -

( a ) The AA, SR and XP Series of marks were disoontinued and where
necessary file amalgamations V{ere progressively "'Ia de .

\/hen

files under these marks were amalgamated or new letters
added , the existinS mark vIas dropped in favour of a new
EC mark and the main index cards altered accordingly.
( b ) The other Sections engaged on !lcase" file work were
amalgamated and then reforme� into new Sections under
alphabetical designations .
�c)

A

Distribution Section was set up with duties aoalagous

to those in the Offices .
Under the new scheme the organisational arrangement of the
Sections was as follows : 1.

C onfidential

2.

Distribution

3.

Letter Book & Subject Index
P.T.O.
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4.

Alphabetical Section

A

-

B

5.

do.

C

- E

6.

do.

F

- H

7.

do.

I

- L

8.

do.

M - P

9.

do .

�

-

S

10.

do.

T -

Z

ll .

C abinets

12 .

Suspense .
Mr. Leverac« ' s proposals were put into effect on the 12th

May 1941 and,

except for minor amendments ,

remained unchanged

throughout the War.
It was,

however.

considered to be desirable to ensure that

the Filing Section ' s records were as complete as possible when the
new Scheme was put into operation.

�

census was accordingly made

of all correspondence which was not in the possession of the Filing
�ecti)n on the 9th May 1941.

On that day the Offices were reCiuired

to write 6 yellow ticket for each file in their possession at 3 p .ill..
and send these yellQ\� tickets to the Filing Section.
An indication of the extent to which files were then

cir oulating and o f the work entailed in keeping track of their
movements is given by the fact that 3 , 038 files were returned a s
being in the posse�sion of the Offices.

When another census was

tdken on the 10th January 1942 the number had increased to 4 , 658.
The �taff of the Section comes under Bxchapge Control �anagement
From the days when its nucleus worked for the i!'oreign
�xchenge �ection of the Chief Cashier ' s Offi c e ,

the �taff of the

�ecti�n had remained part of the staff of that Office for
administrative purpo se s .

::iince the beginning of the " a.r i t had

looked to the Principals of the Staff Register Section of the Control
for support and aavice in matters connected

Vii th the \':ork and for

er ' s
supplies end equipment but to the Chief Clerk of the Chief Cashi
Office in all matters of dome stic staff admini stratio n.

P.T.C.
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After the formation of the Cashie r ' s Department
control)

in March 1941.

{Exchange

it was recognised as being anomalous for a

Section to work for one Office and be a t tached to another .
It was accordingly agreed that on the 1st september 1941
the Staff, which then numbered 144,
of

should leave the

jurisdiction

the Chief Cashier ' s Office and come under that of the Staff

Register Office .
At the same time

it was considered desirable to maintain

as much flexibility as possible between the Filing sections working
for the Chief C a shier ' s Office,

Trade

& Foreign Office and the Control.

&

Payments Section,

Overseas

It was accordingly agreed to

regard all the filists in these Sections as being merged in a
common pool and that the various Offices should accept the arbitra
tion of a Sup erintendent who was placed in charge of the pool in
order that she might be in a position to
of the several Sections .

judge the relative needs

This has proved to be a wise decision

and its results have been beneficial both to the Bank and to the
Staff .

Owing to its size and its experience of training filists

the Exchange Control Section became the nursery from which the
other section s ,

including the one a t Glasgow,

obtained replac ements

and it has often been c a lled upon to render a like service to
filing groups in other Departments .

Its value to the Bank in this

reapect is obvious , while its Staff have benefited by the resultant
increase in the number of the more interesting jobs and of the
field of opportunity.
']he premises occupied by the Section during the Vlar
There would be l i ttle point in dealing at length with the
moves made by the Section from the small room Which it occupied i n
the West W'ing o f the second floor o n the 4th septembe r 1959 via
fourth floor and sub-vsult to its present premises in
Wing of the s e c ond floor .
hOVlever.

No history of

the East

the Section would,

be complete without a reference to its so journ in the

Lecture Hall on the Sub-Vault floor.
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When the Bank was hit by a bomb during the night of the
9th September 1940 the Section was o ccupying premises on the fourth
floor almost immediately below the point of impact .

The Section

waS t1ed to its files, and it was several days betore the cabinets
could be transferred to emergency quarters ( in the Lecture Hall ) .
other perts of the Control returned to their original quarters
above ground es end when their premises were repaired end mede
habitable, but because of the volume snd weight of its records the
Filing Section remained below stairs until it wes transferred to
its present quarters on the 27th July 1942.

During the two years

that it spent there, the Staff never became reconciled to working
below ground, end were acutely conscious of their exposed position
with nothing but the Garden Court above them.

Nevertheless

these circumstances were not allowed to affect their work which,
raid or no raid, wae continued to a lete hour at night for months
on end while they occupied these premises .

The formation of the section ' s Administrative Staff
On the 4th September 1939 the Foreign Exchange Filing
Section wes in the charge of two "Women" Senior Clerks, who were
answerable to the "Woman" Principal Clerk in charge of the Chief
Cashier ' s Office Filing Section, of which, until the 1st September
1941, it was an offshoot .

On the latter date the Section

acquired

Bank of England Archive (M5/535)
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acquired a separate identity and was transferred to the
contro l .
The day to day management of the Section devolved upon
these three women and the burden o f solving the organisational
and other problems imposed by the Dew conditions was largely
The Senior Clerks were regarded as belng j o intly

borne by them.

responsible for the work of the section

as

a whole but the j unior

of the two was more directly r esponsible for the management of the

Confidential Section which dealt vd th the policy etc . , files.
As the section expanded and. as has already been

described, SUb-sections were forme d to deal with various kinds
of activity. women had to be s elected to take charge o f them and
to assist the senior filists generally.

A few able assistants

were discovered but in too many cases reliance had to be placed o n
older women who , for one reason o r another , were not always
suitable for such positions .
done

Nevertheless the work had to be

"' ;�
--J...
. E....""""iiii;;;;:
.
7iOi
7......_�
_
:;._
i ie...al�i81...�the
---

Staff available .

The difficulties with which the Senior Filists had to contend were
considerably increased by this staffing problem, and the effoct
on the Section was of long duration because , under wartime
conditions, it was years before they could be replaced by more
suitable people.
During the intervening years the thr ee Senior Filists
had all achieved som measure of promo tionJ and when the Section
was transferred to the Control their services received further
recogni tion.

The senior became a Superintendent , with the

wider terms or reference previously mentioned, and the other two
became Deputy Superintendent and Principal Clerk (Special Duti e s )
respeotively, and assumed the local responsibility for the
management of the Seotion.
By this time it was apparent that the re-organisation
oarried out in May was producing successful results .

It therefore

seemed appropriate to envisage, a s an ultimate objective, a staff

P.T.O.
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- 13 structure in which the Deputy Superintendent and her
aide-dB-camp would have two or more Principal Clerks as immediate
assistants and in which, also, each SUb-Section would be managed
by a Section Leader and her deputy.

These, it was thought, would

be Principal Clerks and Senior Clerks respective ly on the more
important section s and Senior Clerks and Grade I Clerks respect ively
on the others .

The sectional arrangement was then as follow s : 1.

Confidential

2.

A-B

3.

C-E

4.

F-H

5.

I-L

6.

M-P

7.

Q-S

8.

T-Z

9.

Letter Book and SUb j ect Index

10.

Suspense

11.

Counter

12.

Distribution

13.

Cabinets

14.

Staff Post

l

l
(

Collectively known as
the "General Section"

J

It was evident that it Vlould take a long time for the
Section to build up a proper complement of seniors for, besides the
Deputy SUperintendent and her aide-de-camp, it then numbered only

7

Senior Clerks and 6 Grade I Clerks among its staff of 152.
As evidence of the Staffing d ifficulties under which the
Section was working at the time, it is recorded that five only of
these Senior Clerks had done any filing before the war.

Two of

them were now acting as assistant s t o the Deputy SUperintendent and
the other three were working on the Confidential Section because its
work demanded more experience and a higher degree of filing skill
than that of the General Section.

Three of the Sections were led

by Senior Clerks and four by Grade I Clerks :

the other Section

Leaders and all the deputie s were either middle-aged Temporary Clerks
or young and, therefore, junior Permanent Clerks.
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The progressive release for all forms of National Service
of women who had often been with
really useful.

the Section long enough to become

and the general staff shortage ,

delayed the formation

of really efficient administrative staff for a long time .
During the four years which passed before the war ended
the thirteen Senior Women increased to twenty-two
Clerks ,

( 2 principal

12 Senior C l erks and 8 Grade I C l erks ) , and an experienced

principal C l erk was transferred from another filing section to help
the seniors .

By Augus t 1945 the s taff of the Section had been

reduced to 152.
Before the conclusion of hostilities the Filist in Charge
had been accorded the renk of Superintendent and her two deputies
in charge of the Confidential and. General Sections respec tively had
been given the status of Deputy Superintendents .

A new section

had also been formed to deal with the files of Bankers and other
large Insti tutions .

These had been withdrawn from the Alpha-

betical Sections because they were in such demand in different
parts of the Control that new methods had to be devised to deal
with them.

Otherwise there were few changes in the organisational

structure of the Section or in the disposition of its Administrative
Staff.
Conclusion
This account of the formation of the Exohange Control
Filing Section and of its growth and development during tbe war
has shown that.

throughout its history,

i t has been staffed and

managed by wooen and tbat women have played a large part in building
up its organisation and procedure .

I t was

the Senior Filists who

met the problems at first hand and who sought for and usually f ound
the solutio n s .
There has always been a working partnership with men,
in the organisation of the work and in the administration of

both

the

staff but they have mostly remained in the background and have
given their help and support when major decisions have been involved
P . T. O .
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or when their authority has been needed to uphold a point ot view
or to put cbanges into effect.
The evolution of what must now have become ODe of the
larges t Filing Sections in this country.

under wartime conditions

and in circumstances tor which there were no precedent s ,

is an

outstanding example of the important part which women now play in
the Vlork of the Bank.

Moreover,

the manner in which difficulties

were met and overcome and the devotion to duty d i splayed b y the
Staff were in the Bank ' s best traditions .
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Figure s showinB fluctuations in the volume of work done by the Exchange Control Filing Section
duril'lg the war years (1 939-1 945)

Approx.
No.
Files

. S .41

to Offices
weeklI

No .Files sent

With new

Letters

On
Request

No.Files Retd. Weekly
Dealt wi
th &p.l
t awaz

Total

Outgolng
Letters
Examd.fmo

Slbject_

Staff
of
Section

and in

its Staff

staff of
Control *

(Excludjrg
F11ists)

6

78

12, 000

28

343

30,000

43

1 , 131

52 , 000

84

1,068

88,000

117

1 , 29 9

Formation of Cashiers Dept .

100,000

130

1 , 176

Reorganisation of Section

1 2 5 , 000

144

1 , 151

Section transferred to the Control

lS0,000

150

1, 123

160,000

2 , 3S0

4 , 350

6 , 700

6 , 200

2 , 000

161

1 , 049

180,000

2 , 200

3 , 500

5 , 700

6 , 000

2 , 050

174

1 , 010

200,000

2 , 000

4,600

6 , 600

7 , 000

1 , 750

166

892

220,000

1 , 600

3 , 000

4 , 600

5 , 000

1 , 200

156

835

230 ,000

1 , 750

3, 350

5 , 100

5,250

1 , 300

165

814

250,000

1,250

2 , 250

3 , 500

4,600

1,000

143

813

260, 000

1 , 500

2, 550

4 , OSO

5 , 450

1 , 150

144

822

2 9 0 , 000

1 , 900

2 , 500

4,400

4 , 550

1 , 6 00

135

809

Amalgams:t1Ql with Securities R

�fice
tratjon

& vesting

� analysi s of the work done by the
t:;ection was not DJaintained OOfbre this date

•

of the extent of the territory in which the Sections
*These figures have been added to give an indication
files were c i r culating.
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BRANCH CONTROLS

For the convenience of the local banking and commercial
communities most of the Branches of the Bank o f England
to underteke exchange control work in November 1939 .
Controls were established at Manchester,
Bristol,

Leeds and Newcastle

and Southampton)

(i.e.,

o
e
Rm
�eed-

"'la-«

Branch
Liverpool,

Birmingham,

all Branches exc ept Plymouth
.

and were operated by exiating Branch staff,

representatives of whom had previously visited Head Office for a
course of instruction.

The Branches did not deal with the

investigation of breaches of the Regulations or with the granting of
exemptions,

but most other aspects of exchange control work were

undertaken wtthin the limits of the authority granted by Head Off i c e .
This authority,

which was necessarily restricted somewhat rigidly

i n the early days,
experience.

was gradually extended as the staff gained

Teleprinter communication with Manchester,

and Leeds was established during 1941,

Liverpool

and by this means and by

correapondence and periodic visits to Head Office the staff were
enabled to obtain advice on day- tO-day problems and to keep up t o
date with the administrative effects o f changes in policy.
number of staff engaged on exchange
was

( excluding Glasgow)

The

control work at the Branches

increased from 20 in all at the beginning of

1943 to 28 at the end of 1945.
In June 1940 an Office of the Exchange Control was
established in Glasgow,

in order to deal with applications end

enquiries from the Scottish banks and its activities were later
extended to Northern Ireland.

....... bl....

(Both these offices are described aa

ac companying note on the Glasgow Contro l ) .
As a pracautionary measure against the possibility o f
invasion and the consequent breakdown of communioations a
decentralisation scheme was drawn up in August 1940 in agreement
with the Treasury,

and arrangements were made for the operation o f

Emergency Controls a t nine centres,
Cardiff,

Liverpool,

Nott ingham,

viz.

Bristol,

Belfast,

Birmingham,

Newcastle,

Manchester and
,

Leeds.

In the last four places mentioned tfie Bank S Branch premi s e s
�
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were to be used, and at the other centres outside premises were
obtained.
furniture,

Work was put in hand, telephones were installed,
f

stores and stationery bougbt and delivered, and billeting

possibilities examined.

Decentralisation staff schedule� were

drawn up, memb ers of the staff were given provisional warning of
possible transfer in aD emergency and transport arrangements were
made through tbe Establishment Department .
Late in 1943 the Treasury agreed that the decentralisation
scheme should be would up;

and accordingly steps were tsken to

dispose of the premises rented at Liverpool, Birmingham, Nott ingham
and Cardi f f .
The operation o f the Branch Controls was most succes sful.
and it was considered that the degree of decentralisation thus
achieved was adequate to meet ,'-===d= wartime requirements .

It was

suggested, however, that i t might be desirable t o delegate wider
powers to the banks after the war and that it might, in consequence,
be necessary to set up a separate agency in Belfast and to strengthen
the staff at the existing Branch Contro l s .
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The Glasgow Office
When Hitler invaded the Low Countries and the Benk
prepared to decentralise, in case London should become untenable, it
was decided that the Exchange Control Department should be split over
various centres , each of which would be self-supporting.

Scotland

was not only a distinct unit but was also farthest away, and Glasgow
was selected as the most suitable place not only in which to start
the new programme and so gain experience for subsequent decentralisat ion, but also in which to cater at once for the convenience of the
Scottish community.
The Office, opened in June

1940,

was designed to be

a

complete replica on a smaller scale of the Control in London, and to
that extent it has always been more autonomous than the smaller
units operated at certain of the Bank ' s branches .

( Glasgow has

always been administered by two Principals with Exchange Control
experience, which cannot be said of the Branches ) .

Details of the

early history and subsequent development of the Glasgow Office are
given in the memorandum entitled "Review of the first three years'
work of the Glasgow Control", written in July/August

The original Staff was slightly over
1940

for the

).

Chief Cashier (Appendix

of October

1943

it had decreased to

33,

40

but by the end

because at that time it had

been possible to gain practical experience of the type and volume of
work to be handled and numbers could be adjusted accordingly.

By

October 1941 exchange control had b ecome much wider and more complex
Bnd the Staff needed was
37 and by October

1943

to

42,
30.

but a year later it had fallen again to
Owing t o the decline in overseas

trade as tbe war progressed and to the fact thbt exchange control was
by tben as nearly b �tter of routine as such a thing can ever b e ,
i n January

1944

tbe numbers went down to 2 9 for a short time, but

since then they have gradually increesed and were up to
the end of

36

before

1945.

The regular reports of the work of the orfice (which were
made quarterly at first, and later at longer intervals ) included
aetailed statisti cs showing how the volume of letters �nd
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forms

increased, bnd the att&ched two diagrbmB are intended to show bS
simply as possible the wby in which the work was handled.

There i s

little more to be said here except perhaps to point out that
and
relations between the Bank o f England/ the Scottish banks have grown
more cordial with the years , so that when difficulties arose from
time to time the necessary personal contacts were aVbilable to enable
them to be overcome by friendly discussion - a happy relationship
which applied also to aealings with the Navy ana the Railway
authorities when they and the Glasgow Control together had to handle
speCial consignments of currency.

These shipments usually had to be

dealt with at very short notice and under conditions of great secrecy
and it can safely be said that all three parties concerned felt that
each could be relied upon to play their part to the full, without
comp laint and with entire absence of fuss.
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DIFFUSION OF INFORMATION REGAHDING EXCHANGE CONTROL POLICY AND PRACTICE
FROM BANK OF ENGLAND, LONDON, VIA BANK OF ENGLAND, GLASGOW, TO THE
BANKERS IN SCOTLAND AND NORTHERN IRELAND
London

___

F .E .Notices
Evacuees Sub-Committee
Excbange Control Committee
R . G . O.
S. C . O.
Export Permits
T . O .&.

1.0.

• in Edinburgh and

/

Other Head Offices

Glasgow Offices
Scottish Banks

./

-......

/

Aberdeen of
Soottisb Banks

EXCHANGE CONTROL,
GLASGOW OFFICE

�

)0

Exchange Control,
BELFAST OFFICE

�

��
--

�s
Controller VlS1t

Hlbernian Bank Ltd
Armagh.

__>o Scott ish
�
Banks

• •

Belfast Offices
Irisb Banks

Irish
.
�
� Brancbe s

-

Mini stry of Finance,
DUblin.

In addition, notices issued by Foreign Exchange Committee and British Bankers' Assooiation
are sent direct to the Head Offices of the Scottish Banks and via London correspondents
of Irish Bank s .
F.�.Notices in bulk are sent direct from printers to Scottish and Irish Banks t o save time
instead of being delivered via Exchange Control Office, Glasgow, who send advance copies
to the Glasgow and Belfast Offices of the Banks concerned.

..,
,

J
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METHOD OF DEALING WITH LE'l'TERS J FORMS AND PERSONAL CALLERS
AT THE EXCHANGE CONTROL OFFICE, GLASGOW.
Senior Clerk

�

Daily Letter
from London
& oonfidelltial

----

oQI't'l!9PCDl«loe

-jo.,Principals

----.... P'il1sts
(tor previous)

_

\. -----�

Letters from
Banks and
Public
Forms from
Banks and
Pub l i c

Senior Clerk
-

ib u
t 1 0n
_
_
_
_
__
__

Duplicate and
exhausted Forms
from Banks

..
... Distribut ion

_
_

Peraonal

Callera-

- Letters
Blue
- Forms
Red
Black - Callers
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•

�
�

Forms
Register

�

l� �

uthorisers
xport s
---,.. Securit ies

�4o.

ForJD.S C . D . 3

Sterling Transfer Forms and Forma E
Exhauste d
Forms BA• B
UK and

=::=====��:

• General Enquiries �

__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
_

Letter /'
� Register'

.-'r

__
__
__
__
__
__
__

______

Senior Cle rk
/"'Gimlet
Authorisers
Dealers
Exports
Regulations General
,
Securities
'lit. Staff Register

Principals
Senior Clerk
� Heads of Sections

l!

=

0(

)r

To and from
Fil1sts ( for
previous)

.. Scrutiny

... Securities

.�

•

eriod

v _.r

.•

"" ,l'
,

bT;.I'I:.o.l.'ICS

"

Cl.u:.l.· �c J
� i Ster 11g
Tr' _. 'cF r:.lJ
.1 ie-tl t
:ith

;ec, it ' e
Contrnl
Forms de" t
. '1
. th

�"'
_, Jrt

Cvn,,�ol Fore:.

.... ,
.
1t.,. ....r 1" 1

.,){;r�t:. r.iz ed.

JI" 'r-, ,�, of St,.ff'

C')rre;:.�.·.:�d nce
Recd.V2d

Despatc.1ed

.. 5 . t

�.��m

�

-.

.:ono of :

ellQ. i .

Jlle

1940

25

..
"

27

;;'..u e 1�',�

,,

'8

6 , n49

.... . 995

1Z . 414

1 2 . 03 7

1 3 . 390

J\nJ 1..41

""

1-

o?

J'.lD'

19'1:>

A , ..j24

11 , 426

995

32 , 183

1 8 , 802

1 4 . 509

Jun� 1942

23

14

3?

June

194�

2 1 , �2 0

7 . 765

455

�1 , 087

14, 620

11 , 725

June

1�43

17

13

00

J' n

1944

21 , 133

6 . 130

805

15 , �66

12 , 805

1 0 . 510

June

19':1:4

14

10

27

J'lJle

1945

21 , 9 7 P

6 , 029

1 , 34'

11 , 556

14 , 912

12 , 1 7 0

June

1945

15

17

"
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